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WRITING WITH A
PURPOSEIS
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ONE.
Writing with a Purpose
Ninth Edition

Joseph F. Trimmer
Ball State University
James M. McCrimmon
About 640 pages' hardcover' Teaching
with Q Purpose: Instructor's Manual
Complete Instructional Package
December 1987

Writing with a Purpose
Short Edition
based on the Ninth Edition, omits
handbook
About 512 pages' paperback' ancillaries
as above' December 1987
The success of Writing with Q Purpose can
be attributed to its supportive tone and
thorough coverage of the process, products, and problems of writing. Consistently, the text has provided instructors
with a dependable, up-to-date rhetoric
that stresses the importance of purpose in
writing.
The Ninth Edition includes new exercises, illustrations, and student/professional examples. Parts II and III, "The
Expression of Ideas" and "Special Assignments," have been extensively revised for
a clearer integration of material on the
writing process, covered in Part I. For the
complete edition, the handbook of grammar
and usage has also been fully revised.
For adoption consj~eration, request an examination

copy from your regional Houghton Mifflin office.

.{~~l Houghton Mifflin
4

13.:l-tj(j Midway Rd., Dallas, TX 75244-5165
1~()(1 S. Batavia Ave., Geneva, IL 60134
L,I~~ Lenox Dr., Lawrenceville. NJ 08648
~L.., E. Meadow Dr., Palo Alto, CA 94303
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of Peer Tutoring
The Politics of
Harvey Kail and John Trimbur

Over the past
past ten years
years or so, peer
peer tutoring
tutoring has
has worked
worked its
its way
way up
up from
from
thp margins of
of academic life, from the realm
realm of
of academic
academic support
support services
services
themargins
and soft money, toclaim
to claim an integral position in many,
many, ifif not
not most,
most, writing
writing
andsoft
(1) Collaborative learning and peer
peer tutoring
tutoring are
are now
now recogrecogprograms. (1)
nized as innovative contributions not
not only to
to the
the writing
writing abilities
abilities but
but
of undergraduates.
undergraduates. Exemplary
Exemplary peer
peer
more broadly to the liberal education of
Kenneth A. Bruffee's
Bruffee's Brooklyn
Brooklyn Plan
Plan and
and Tori
Tori
tutoring programs such as Kenneth
Haring-Smith's
Haring-Smith's Writing Fellows at Brown
Brown University
University have
have become
become
models in the field, with an identity,
identity, a coherent
coherent rationale,
rationale, and
and aa capacity
capacity
for replication.

Thus the question to be asked about peer
peer tutoring
tutoring is
is no
no longer
longer why
why
such programs are necessary,
necessary, but how tutoring can
can best
best contribute
contribute to
to the
the
of writing abilities and the intellectual
intellectual life
life of
of undergradundergraddevelopment of
uates. Indeed, peer tutoring has reached
reached the
the point
point where
where distinct
distinct models
models
are vying for influence to disseminate their
their sense of
of purpose
purpose andpossiand possibility. What follows is our attempt
attempt to sort peer
peer tutoring
tutoring programs
programs under
under
two broad headings: the writing
writing center
center model
model such
such as Bruffee's
Bruffee's
Brooklyn Plan and the curriculum-based
curriculum-based model
model such
such as Haririg-Smith's
Haring-Smith's
Writing Fellows Program. We propose to discuss these
these two
two models
models of
of
peer tutoring in terms of
of their
their administrative structures and,
and, more
more
significantly,
significantly, to analyze their
their underlying educational ideologies, the
the
political assumptions which are often hidden in educational
educational programs
programs by
by
the very process of
of institutionalization. We want
want to talk, that
that is,
is, about
about
the way peer tutoring programs constitute the educational consciousconsciousness of
of peer tutors and tutees. We will argue that
that while the curriculumcurriculumbased model may be administratively more efficient,
efficient, the writing
writing center
center
model offers an educational setting in which collaboration
collaboration among peers
peers
can help students reach a critical understanding and redefinition
redefinition of
of
themselves as learners.

Two Models: Writing Center and
Curriculum-Based
First, let's
let's characterize the two models as organizational strategies. The
The
writing center model such as Bruffee's
Bruffee's Brooklyn Plan is organized as
as aa
voluntary association where students who want to improve their
their writing
writing
WPA: WritilfgP'n1gnl",AJ",i"islrutio",
Writing Pngsm Mninihtion, Vol. 11,
WPA:
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drop
drop in
in or
or make
make an
an appointment
appointment to
to work
work with a peer tutor in a writing
center
center (Bruffee,
(Bruffee,"The
"The Brooklyn
Brooklyn Plan").
Plan"). Students
Students can
can be at any stage in
composing.
composing. Sometimes
Sometimes they
they want
want to
to talk
talk to
to aa tutor to
to clarify the
the assignment
ment or
or to
to get
get some
some initial
initial ideas
ideas down
down on
on paper. Other times,
times, students
come
cometo
to tutoring
tutoring sessions
sessions with
with drafts
drafts in
in progress, specific
specific questions, and
specific
specificrequests
requests for
for response.
response. Or
O r students
studentsmay bring in graded papers to
discuss
discuss their
their strengths
strengths and
and weaknesses
weaknesses and
and the
the instructor's comments.
comments.
And
And in
in still
still other
other cases,
cases, students
students call
call on
on peer tutors
tutors to
to deal
dea! with nonacademicwriting-job
demic writing-job letters,
letters, graduate
graduate school
school applications, resumes,
resum&, and so
so
on.
toring on
on. Most
Most students
students refer
refer themselves,
themselves, while
while some
some seek
seek peer tu
tutoring
the
the recommendation
recommendation of
of an
an instructor.
instructor. As
As aa rule,
rule, though, the success of
the
the writing
writing center
center model
model depends
depends on
on publicity and
and word
word of mouth, the
extent
extent to
to which
which the
the benefits
benefits of
of peer tutoring
tutoring have penetrated the
informal
informal networks
networks of
of student
student life.
life.

tutees. We have,
have, that
that is,
is, twodelivery
two delivery systems
systems and
and the
the
plug in tutors with tutees.
meaningful question to
to ask
ask appears
appears to
to be
be which
which one
one works
works better,
better, which
which
the knowledge itit takes
takes to
to learn
learn to
to write
write well.
well. By
By such
such
one better delivers the
criteria, the
the curriculum-based
curriculum-based model
model has
has some
some real
realstrengths
strengths
operational criteria,
writing center
center model:
model: it
it makes
makes sure
sure tutors
tutors and
and tutees
tutees
compared to the writing
promotes communication
communication between
between tutors
tutors and
and faculty;
faculty; itit
connect: it promotes
simplifies administration
administration by
by concentrating
concentrating peer
peer tutoring
tutoring in
in selected
selected
of the
the potential
potential pitfalls
pitfalls in
in the
the writing-center
writing-center
courses. And it avoids some of
no-shows, the stigma of
of seeking
seeking help,
help, the
the indifference,
indifference, the
the
model: the no-shows,
behavior. For
For these
these reasons,
reasons, the
the curriculum-based
curriculum-based model
model has
has
parasitical behavior.
Compared to
to the
the Writing
Writing Fellows
Fellows ProProbecome increasingly widespread. Compared
the writing
writing center
center model
model appears
appears to
tobe
bediffuse
diffuse
gram at Brown University, the
and unfocused, at
at best
best an
an adjunct service
service for
for those
those students
students not
not enrolled
enrolled
curriculum-based peer
peer tutoring
tutoring program.
program.
in courses targeted by the curriculum-based

The
The curriculum-based
curriculum-based model,
model, such
such as
as Haring-Smith's
Haring-Smith's Writing Fellows
Program,
grow out of the
Program, on
on the
theother
otherhand,
hand, seems
seems to
togrow
the premise that if peer
tutoring isis good
good for
for those
those students
students who
who seek
seek itit voluntarily, it's even
tutoring
better to
to require
require it,
it, to
to make
make sure
sure that
that students
students in
in composition classes or
better
writing intensive
intensivecourses
courses in
in other
other fields
fields hook up
up with peer tutors.
tutors. In the
writing
curriculum-based model,
model, tutors
tutors are
are typically
typically attached to a course as
curriculum-based
much as
as to
to aa writing
writing center.
center. Ten
Ten years
years ago,
ago, when peer tutoring was still
much
viewed mainly
mainly as
as aa remedial
remedial activity,
activity, the
the curriculum-based model often
viewed
provided aa required
required lab
lab component
component in
in basic
basic writing
writing courses, where peer
provided
tutors administered
administered drills
drills and
and exercises. More recently, however, the
tutors
curriculum-based model
model has
has expanded
expanded the
the scope
scope of its
its activities
activities in new
curriculum-based
and much
much more
more sophisticated
sophisticated directions.
directions. Sometimes
Sometimes peer tutors provide
and
in-class tutoring
tutoringin
in coordination
coordination with
with the course
course instructor.
instructor. Other times,
in-class
the peer
peer tutors
tutors provide
provide written
written or
or oral
oral responses to early drafts of
the
writing assignments
assignments to
to encourage
encourage revision
revision before the students turn in
writing
finaldrafts
drafts for
for their
their instructors
instructors to
to grade.
grade. In any
any case, in the curriculumfinal
based model,
model, peer
peer tutors
tutors are,
are, as
as itit were, written into
into the plan of instrucbased
tion.
They're
part
of
the
course.
tion. They're part of the course.

If, however, we stop thinking
thinking solely
solely in
in terms
terms of
of operational
operational efficiency
efficiency
for a moment
moment and begin talking
talking in
in terms
terms of
of educational
educational ideology,
ideology, we
we can
can
make some distinctions we
we couldn't
couldn't make
make by
by looking
looking at
at these
these models
models as
as
administrative strategies. The differences
differences we
weare
are going
going to
to see
seeat
atthis
this level
level
of analysis are not operational but
but political;
political; they
they concern
concernnot
not the
thedelivery
delivery
of services but the powers
powers ascribed
ascribed to
to and
and internalized
internalized by
by tutors
tutors and
and
tutees-the
tutees-the ideology of
of peer
peer tutoring.
tutoring.

Thus the
the curriculum-based
curriculum-based model
model operates through official channels;
Thus
student writers
writers receive
receive peer tutoring
tutoring as
as aa part of their classes. By buildstudent
ing
peer
tutoring
into
the
course
structure,
the curriculum-based model
ing peer tutoring into the course structure, the
makes
peer
tutors
an
extension
of
the
writing
program, a way to deliver
makes peer tutors an extension of
state-of-the-art peer
peer responses
responses to
to student
student writers.
writers. Building
Building peer tutorstate-of-the-art
ing into
into the
the plan
plan of
of instruction
instruction in
in such
such courses
courses guarantees
guarantees moreover
moreover aa
ing
certain level
level of
of efficiency:
efficiency: tutors
tutors will
will have
have someone to tutor and procertain
gram administrators
administrators will
will be
be able
able quite
quite accurately
accurately to predict the number
gram
of tutoring
tutoring sessions
sessions that
that will
will take
take place, the
the number of tutors necessary,
of
the best
best times
times to
to schedule
schedule tutoring,
tutoring, and
and so
so on.
on.
the
Looking at
at the
the writing
writing center
center and
and curriculum-based models as organiLooking
zational strategies,
strategies, the
the issue
issue that
that divides
divides them seems.to
seems to be how best to
zational
6

Models and the Ideology of
of
Generation and Transmission

I
I

According to the traditional ideology of
of teaching
teaching and
and learning,
learning, universiuniversities "generate"
"generate" knowledge and then "transmit"
"transmit" this
this knowledge
knowledge into
into the
the
academic community and eventually to
to the
the community
community outside
outside the
the uniuniversity. One need only look in the
the front of
of aa dozen
dozen college
college catalogues
catalogues to
to
see how habitual and commonsensical this
this ideology
ideology of
of generation
generation and
and
transmission has become. The
The metaphor
metaphor is worth
worth unpacking:
unpacking: knowledge
knowledge
is generated like heat is produced
produced in a college's
college's steamplant
steamplant or
or electricity
electricity
from a nuclear reactor
reactor and then
then transmitted
transmitted through
through the
the steamlines
steamlines or
or
electrical cables to a radiator
radiator or an electric
electric typewriter-or
typewriter-or aa student.
student.
Scholars on the "cutting
"cutting edge"
edge" of
of their
their fields, on
on the
the boundary
boundary between
between
what we know and what we don't,
don't, generate new
new knowledge,
knowledge, turning
turning
darkness into light. While the moment of
of ignition
ignition or
or transformation
transformation is
is so
so
mysterious that we cannot explain
explain it, the process
process of
of transmission
transmission can
can be
be
easily traced. Slowly new knowledge works
works its
its way
way back
back from
from theJ'cutthe "cutting edge,"
edge," from scholar to scholar,
scholar, in articles, monographs,
monographs, books,
books, to
to
where it is assimilated by
by teachers
teachers who,
who, eventually,
eventually, transmit
transmit itit to
to
students. For convenience sake, we will
will label
label this
this cluster
cluster of
of ideas
ideas the
the
genltran" ideology, for generation
"gen/tran"
generation and transmission.
transmission.
,I

7
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Wheredoes
doespeer
peer tutoring
tutoring fit
fit into
into the
the genttran
genltran ideology?
ideology? According
According to
to
Where
the gen/tran
genltran ideology
ideologyof
of knowledge,
knowledge, peer
peer tutoring
tutoring isis conceived
conceived as
as aa new
new
the
fixturein
in the
thetransmission
transmission lines.
lines.It
It isisaa substation
substation along
along the
the way
way designed
designed
fixture
t ojump
jump up
upthe
thesignal
signalor
orchange
changethe
thequality
qualityof
of transmission.
transmission. With
With the
the help
help
to
of peer
peer tutors,
tutors, students
students who
who aren't
aren't receiving
receiving the
the signals
signals properly
properly can
can
of
tune in
in better
better to
to the
the same
same message,
message, except
except that
that now
now itit isis in
in aa new
new voice,
voice,
tune
the voice
voice of
of the
the students'
students' peers.
peers. The
The key
key word
word for
for understanding
understanding the
the
the
politics of
of peer
peer tutoring
tutoring within
within the
the genttran
genltran ideology
ideology is
is supplementsupplementpolitics
more power
power for
for transmission.
transmission.
more

Peer tutors
tutors then
then get
get the
the authority
authority to
to transmit
transmit knowledge
knowledge through an
an
Peer
act of
of installation:
installation: they
they are
are installed
installed in
in the
the existing
existing power
power grid.
grid. They
They
act
receive knowledge
knowledge from
from their
their tutor
tutor trainers,
trainers, turn
turn and
and pass
pass this
this knowknowreceive
how on
on to
to their
their tutees.
tutees. Within
Within genttran,
genltran, the
the pedagogy-that
pedagogy-that is,
is, the
the
how
relationship
among
students,
teachers,
and
curriculum-remains
what
it
relationship among students, teachers, and curriculum-remains
always was,
was, hierarchical.
hierarchical. A
A new component
component has
has been put in place to
always
improve the
the system's
system's performance:
performance: a teacher
teacher teaches
teaches a student or group
group
improve
of students
students to
to then
then turn
turn and
and teach
teach other
other students.
students. The
The only
only difference
difference in
of
education after
after the
the installation
installation of
of peer tutors
tutors is
is that the
the transmission
education
lines are
are aa little
little longer.
longer. They
They can
can now
now reach aa larger and perhaps more
more
lines
diversified audience.
audience. But the
the authority to
to generate and transmit knowldiversified
edge, even
even though
though mediated by
by new
new voices
voices and new social relationships
edge,
remains
where
it
always
was-firmly
hands.
remains where always was-firmly in faculty hands.
In the
the curriculum-based
curriculum-based model of peer tutoring, students
students working as
as
In
tutors can't
can't help
help but
but experience
experience their own
own activity, and with it aa
peer tutors
sense of
of themselves, as
as part of
of aa delivery system, a supplement to repair
sense
the short
short circuits,
circuits, recharge the sources of power, and keep the transmisthe
sion lines
lines functioning
functioning smoothly.
smoothly. By attaching peer tutoring to the official
sion
structures
of
teaching
and learning,
learning, by writing them into
into the plan of
structures of teaching and
instruction, the
the curriculum-based
curriculum-based model
model makes
makes the
the peer
peer tutors
an extenexteninstruction,
tutors an
sion of the
the faculty.
faculty. In effect, peer tutoring in the curriculum-based model
sion
removes tutors
tutors from
from the
the student
student community
community by installing
installing them aa power
power
removes
station or
or two
two above
above their
their peers,
peers,aa step
stepaway
fromstudent
culture, aa step
step
station
away from
student culture,
closer to
to the
the faculty.
faculty. Thus,
Thus, the
the curriculum-based
curriculum-based model
model keeps
tutors
closer
keeps tutors
from collaborating
collaborating with
with tutees
tutees as
as peers
peers because
because the
the tutors
tutors are
are already
already
from
identified
with
the
functions
of
the
faculty
and
the
writing
program,
identified with the functions of the faculty and the writing program,
already implicated
implicated in
in the
the lines
of transmission.
transmission. In
In the
curriculum-based
already
lines of
the curriculum-based
model,
the
key
collaboration
is
designing
a
plan
of
instruction,
model, the key collaboration is designing a plan of instruction, aa collabocollaboration that
that takes
takes place
place between
between faculty
faculty and
and student-tutors,
student-tutors, and
ration
and not
not
among themselves.
themselves.
among

Enter Collaborative
Collaborative Learning
It might
might be
be argued
argued that
that the
writing center
center modelof
It
the writing
model of peer
peer tutoring,
tutoring, with
with its
its

system of
of paying
tutors and
and locating
system
paying tutors
locating them
them in
in an
an officially
officially sanctioned
sanctioned

curriculum-based model.
model. And that seems
seems to us often to be the case, that
in
in fact
fact many writing centers
centers are
are designed to be part of a larger delivery
system
of writing instruction. It is
systemof
is the exceptions, however, such
such as those
based
based on Bruffee's
Bruffee's Brooklyn Plan, that interest us, the writing centers
that emphasize collaboration
collaboration between faculty and peer tutors.

I

Peer tutoring p.rograms
of course,
programs based on collaborative learning are, of
located
located inside
inside the
& institutions of
of higher education, but they are situated
at a remove from
from the normal delivery system
system of
of curriculum and instrucof writing centers. What gives such
tion, in the semi-autonomous space of
writing centers their semi-autonomous character is that although they
are
primarily as
are part of the official
official institutional structure, they operate primarily
voluntary associations of peers. As we have pointed out elsewhere, peer
tutoring based on collaborative learning taps into the networks of
of mutual
aid already present in student culture (Kail,
(Kail, Trimbur). Students have
always banded together informally, in rap sessions and study groups, to
deal with the intellectual demands of
of their experience as undergraduates.
Collaborative learning, in this respect, is an effort by educators to mobilize the power of peer influence toward the intellectual activity of
of colearning. By organizing tutors and tutees as co-learners, peer tutoring
based on collaborative learning does not so much
much repair
repair a dysfunctional
system of transmissions as it offers an alternative to the dominant
dominant
of teaching and learning, an alternative based on
hierarchical model of
voluntary social interaction among students. It replaces the metaphor
metaphor of
of
the generation and transmission of
of knowledge with that of
of a conversation.
with conversation is
is to
to chalchalTo replace generation and transmission with
practices in higher
higher education. For
For one
one
lenge some of the basic beliefs and practices
reward system,
system, with its
its emphasis
emphasis on
thing, it challenges the traditional reward
individual performance and competition among students for grades and
of peer
peer tutortutorfaculty esteem. Collaboration among students in the form of
because it
it seems
seems to
to verge
verge on
on plagiarism,
plagiarism,
ing may make faculty nervous because
cheating, and ghostwriting.
ghostwriting. More important,
important, though,
though, collaboration
collaboration
way we
we habitually
habitually think
think about
about the
the
among students challenges the way
authority of
of knowledge.

As Kenneth A. Bruffee has pointed
pointed out, to think
think of
of knowledge
knowledge as
as
conversation among knowledgeable
knowledgeable peers
peers is
is to
to abandon
abandon the
the view
view that
that
conversation
and for
for all, something that
that once generated
generated needs
needs
knowledge is fixed once and
("Collaborative Learning
Learning and
and the
the 'Conversation
'Conversation of
of ManManonly delivery ("Collaborative
kind"'). Nor
Nor is knowledge hierarchical
hierarchical in
in the
the sense
sense that
that we
we think
think of
of tthe
kind'").
he
individual scholar at the "cutting
"cutting edge"
edge" confronting
confronting the
the unknown
unknown and
and
wrestling
wrestling meaning
meaning out of
of the
the void.
void. We
We get
get knowledge
knowledge not
not from
from some
some
higher authority but
but from
from ourselves and
and our
our activity
activity talking
talking to
to others,
others,
higher
even when
when this
this inherently
inherently social
social activity
activity of
ofconversation
conversation is
is displaced
displacedinto
into
the
the solitude of
of reading
reading and
and writing.
writing. We
We are
are never
never really
really alone
alone facing
facing the
the
9
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void.
aa
void, as
as tempting
tempting as
as such
such mythology
mythology may
may be.
be. Knowledge,
Knowledge,
rather,
is
social
socialprocess,
process, aa part
part of
of and
and inseparable
inseparable from
from what
what we
we call
call the
the "social
fabric,"
fabric," authorized
authorized by
by the
the mutual
mutual consent
consent of
of knowledgeable
knowledgeable peen.
peers.
Locating
Locating the
the sources
sources of
of knowledge
knowledge in
in the
the social
social fabric
fabrk rather
rather than
than In
in
the
thepower
powerlines
linesof
of generation
generation and
and transmission
transmission offers
offers a way
way to
to talk about
peer
peer tutoring
tutoring that
that goes
goes beyond
beyond the
the operational
operational model
model of
of plugging
plugging tuton
tutorn
into
the
grid.
Peer
tutoring,
in
this
view,
Is
not
a
supplement
I
into the grid. Peer tutoring, in this view, is not supplement to
to the
I
normal
delivery
system
but
an
implicit
critique
of
genltran
Ideology
and
normal delivery system but an implicit critique of genltran ideology and
the
the offidal
official structures
structures of
of curriculum
curriculum and
and instruction.
instruction. To
To reorganize
reorganize the
relationship
relationship among
among students
students isis simultaneously
simultaneously to
to probe
probe the
the traditional
traditianal
relationships
relationships of
of teaching
teaching and
and learning.
learning.

Peer
Peer Tutoring
Tutoring and
and the
the Crisis
Crisis of Authority
Authority
By
By posing
posing an
an alternative
alternative to
to the
the prevaillng
prevailing hierarchy
hierarchy of
of generatlonl
generation1
transmission,
collaborative
learning
precipitates
a
crl.ls
of
transmission, collaborative learning precipitaten a crisis of authority.
authority. ItIt
asks
learn on
In the
asksstudents
studentsto
torely
relyon
onthemselves,
themselves,to
tolearn
ontheir
their own
ownin
the ab.ence
absence
of
of faculty
faculty authority
authority figures
figures Or
or their
thdr .urrogates.
surrogates. In
In tutoring
tutoring program.
programs
based
basedon
oncollaborative
collaborativelearning,
learning,tuton
tutors and
and tutee»
tutees not
not only
only mu.t
must learn
learn to
to
work
work together.
together. They
They must
must al.o
also learn
learn to
to free
free themtelve.
themuelves from
from their
their
dependence
dependenceon
on the
the faculty
faculty continually
continually menurlng
measuring and
and certifying
certifying their
their
learning.
do this,
some of
learning.To
Todo
this,of
ofcoune,
course,require»
requlreathat
thatstudent.
studentsbreak
breakwith
withlerne
of
the
thehabitual
habitualbehaviors
behaviorsof
of schooling
schoolingand
andform
form new
new habit.
habits of
of thought
thought and
and
action.
thl. tente
action. Collaborative
Collaborative learning
learning In
in-thin
sense begin.
begins nas an
an exerel.e
e x e r d ~ eIn
in
unlearning.
unlearning. Unless
Unlesstuton
tutors and
andtutee»
tutees unlearn
unlearn the
the Ideology
ideology of
of genltran,
genltran,
they
they will
will Inevitably
inevitably reproduce
reproduce competitive,
competitive, indlvlduall.tlc,
individualiltic, authority.
authoritydependent
dependent behaviors
behaviors embedded
embedded In
in traditional
traditional education.
education. The
The power
power of
of
collaborative
that Itit offen
offers .tudenh
student8 aa way
way to
to
collaborativelearning,
learning, we
we belleve,
believe, ishthat
unlearn
unlearn what
what the
the .oclologl.t
sociologist and
and cultural
cultural critic
critic Richard
Richard Sennett
Sennett call.
calls
"visions of
ofaa.ati.fylng
satisfyingomnipotent
omnipotentauthority,"
authority," to
toreinterpret
reinterpret the
the power
power
"vi.ions
ofthe
thefaculty,
faculty,and
andto
totee
seethat
thattheir
theirown
ownautonomous
autonomousco-learning
ca-learningcon.tI.
conatiof
tutes
tutesthe
thepractical
practicalsource
sourceof
of knowledge.
knowledge.

Thisproce..
processof
of unlearning
unlearning and
andreinterpretation
reinterpretation i.isaacomplex
complexone.
one. At
At
Thi.
therl.k
riskof
of appearing
appearingoverly
overlyschematic,
schematic,however,
however,We
wecan
can trace
trace it.
itsbroad
broad
the
Aufhotify,aacri.i.
crisisof
of authority
authority
outlines.As
AsSennett
Sennettpoinh
point8out
outIninhis
hisbook
bookAUlhorilN,
outllnes.
thatleads
leadctotorenouncing
renouncing an
an authority
authoritynanomnipotent
omnipotent proceed.
proceedsthrough
through
that
three stage.:
stages: detachment,
detachment, reflection,
reflection, and
and reentrance.
reentrance, According
According to
to
three
Sennett,the
theflnt
first.tage
stage1.ismarked
markedby
by"detachment
"detachment from
from the
theInfluence
influenceof
of
Sennett,
authority."This
whatCan
canhappen,
happen,We
webelleve,
believe,in
inthe
thesemi.autonomou.
aemi-autonomous
authorlty/'
Thi. isiswhat
space of
of writing
writing centeno
centers. By
By removing
removing themselve.
themaelven from
from the
the llne.
linea of
of
space
transmission, tutOTa
tutors and
andtut...
tutees form
form their
their own
own co·learning
co-learningcommuni.
communitransmiasion,
ties,e.tabli.h
establishtheir
theirjoint
jointpurposes,
purporer,dedde
onaaplan
towork
together, and
and
tie»,
decide on
plan to
work together,
evaluatethe
theretults.
results.The
Thepoint
pointof
ofpeer
peertutoring,
tutoring,in
thinrespect,
renpeet,innot
the
evaluate
in this
Is not the
deliveryof
ofknowledge
knowledgefrom
fromtutor
tutorto
totutle
tuteebut
butan
anexperience
experienceof
of their
theirown
own
delivery
1010

powers as learners that will lead peers todiscover
to discover authority in each other.
other.
by organizing
Peer tutoring based on collaborative learning begins, then, by
so
tutors and- tutees outside the normal channels of
of teaching
- and learning so
gocial interinterthat they can constitute each other as active subjects in the eocial
action of co-learning.
co-learning.
of co-learning leads to the second stage of Sennett's
Sennett's
The process of
sequence.
"What was I like under
under the authority's
authority's influinflusequence, to the reflection "What
ence?"
As students detach themselves from faculty influence in
in order
order to
to
ence7"As
work together collaboratively,
collaboratively, they may also come to a mutual recognirecognition of their shared status as undergraduates,
undergraduates, their
their common position
position at
at
the bottom of
of the academic hierarchy
hierarchy where they compete as individuals
for personal success and faculty esteem. This mutual recognition can
can
take students beyond an atomized perception of
of their own personal
personal
predicament to a social
social understanding of
of a system that frequently
frequently pits
against student in a struggle for the scarce resource of faculty
student against
approval. The
The experience
experience of co-learning can help students not only to
approval.
remove themselves from
from faculty
faculty influence.
influence. It can also help them to
understand the structures of authority they have internalized.
internalized.
understand
on the work of detachment and reflection, a further
Finally, based on
question, Sennett says,
says, can be asked:
asked: "Is the authority legitimate?" The
collaborativelearning, in this regard, is not to reject the authorpoint of collaborative
ity of the faculty
faculty out of hand. Such
Such rejection,
rejection, in fact,
ity
fact, does not lead to
autonomy but can
can lead
lead instead to withdrawal from
autonomy
from authority into individual isolation
isolation and cynicism.
cynicism. Or it may lead students to substitute
vidual
idealizedversions
versions of authority for the real
real forms of power that dominate
idealized
their lives,
lives, as
as sometimes
sometimes occurs
occurs in peer tutoring when tutees rehabilitate
their
the authority
authority of the
the faculty
faculty by transferring it to the tutor, thus establishthe
ing aa new
new relationship of dependence.
dependence. These sequences
sequences of events need
ing
not necessarily
necessarilyoccur, however. Another possibility, as Sennett suggests
not
of crises
crisesof
of authority
authority in general
general and
and we see as one of the educational
educationalgoals
of
of peer
peer tutoring,
tutoring, isis that
that once
oncestudents
students have
have removed themselves from
from the
of
officialstructures,
structures, they
they can
can then reengage
reengage the forms
forms of authority in their
official
lives by
by demystifying
demystifying the
the authority
authority of knowledge
knowledge and its institutions.
institutions.
lives

this reentrance
reentrance that
that offers
offers the most dramatic
dramatic argument for peer
ItIt isis this
tutoring based
based on
on the
the ideology
ideology of collaborative
collaborative learning. It is not that
tutoring
writing center-based
center-based peer tutoring
tutoring works better than curriculum-based
writing
programs and
and their
their implied
implied genltran ideology.
ideology. Our argument is that it
programs
doesaa different
different kind
kind of
of work.
work. Curriculum-based programs, in our view,
does
suppress the
the crisis
crisis of
of authority
authority precipitated
precipitated when students work
suppress
together, domesticate
domesticate it,
it, and
and channel the social
social forces
forces released by
together,
collaboration into
into the
the established
established structures of teaching and learning.
collaboration
Peer tutoring
tutoring based
based on
on collaborative
collaborativelearning, by contrast, provides stuPeer
dents with
with aa form
form of
of social
social organization
organization to
to negotiate the crisis
crisis successsuccessdents
fully and
and reenter
reenter the
the official
official structures of authority
authority as
as active
active agents
fully
11
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rather
powerofofWriting
rather than
than as
as passive
passrve objects
objects of transmission. The
the faculty
and
and transmitted
transmitted knowledge is still there, embedded in the institutions of
higher education. What students can
gain is the ability to reinterpret that
cangain
power by defining the authority of knowledge as a relationship among
people-not
people-not aa hierarchical structure of generation and transmission.
When
When peer tutoring works (and
(and we are the first to admit that the complex
schema
schema we have
have outlined frequently short circuits), it does more than
help
help students
students learn.
learn. The experience of co-learning changes students and
helps
helps them
them to
to see
see that the power ascribed to the faculty depends on the
students' own
own sense
sense of powerlessness
powerlessness and their need for omnipotent
authority.
authority.

I

benefits of peer tutoring
tutoring can be considerable. Once faculty lose the
The benefits
omnipotence ascribed
ascribed to them, they become more interesting and useful
omnipotence
to students. The faculty's struggle to generate and authorize knowledge
to
through conversation with their peers becomes more accessible to stustudents, divested of the mystery that surrounds the scholar on the cutting
edge. And by reinterpreting the authority of the faculty, students learn
edge.
to recognize their own powers as learners and to invest authority in each
other. And what this leads to is not so much a better delivery system but
other.
hut a
learning and intellectual activity seriously.
student culture that takes learning

$ 1
I

Note
'For a description
descriptionof
rangeof
IFor
of the range
of current peer tutoringprograms,
tutoring programs, see A Guide to
Writing Programs, Writing
Writing Centers, Peer Tutoring, Writing Across
Writing
Across the Cuniculum.
Curriculum. Ed. Tori
Haring-Smith. Glenview~
Glenview: Scott Foresman, 1984.
Haring-Smith.
1984.
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When Administration Becomes
of
Scholarship:
- The Future of
Writing Program Administration
Richard H. Bullock

At most
most universities
universities scholarship,
scholarship, the
the pursuit
pursuit and
and application
application of
of knowlknowlAt
the day-to-day
day-to-day running
running of
of the
the
edge, is
is divorced
divorced from
from administration,
administration, the
edge,
school. While
While faculty
faculty regularly
regularly perform
perform administrative
administrative functions
functions ranging
ranging
committee work
work to
to chairmanships
chairmanships and
and the
the administration
administration of
of varivarifrom committee
ous special
"service" to
special programs,
programs, their
their"service"
to the
the university
university is
is perceived
perceived as
as an
an
activity
activity subordinate
subordinate to
to their
theirprimary
primaryfunction,
function, the
thepursuit
pursuitand
and disseminadissemination
tion of
of knowledge.
knowledge. IIwish
wish to
to argue
arguein
in this
thisessay
essaythat
that the
the administration
administrationof
of
writing programs
programs should
should confound
confound such
such traditional
traditional categories
categories and
and
writing
should
should instead
instead be
be performed
performed as
as and
and considered
considered aa form
form of
of scholarship.
scholarship.

In
In terms
terms of
ofpast
past practice
practice and,
and, IIsuppose,
suppose, much
muchcurrent
current program
programadminadministration, this
this is
is aa ridiculous
ridiculous suggestion.
suggestion. Professor
Professor XXwould
would be
be asked
asked (or
(or
istration,
told) to
to be
be in
in charge
charge of
of freshman
freshman English,
English, meaning
meaning that
that he
he had
had to
to take
take
told)
time out
out from
from his
his Shakespeare
Shakespeare or
or Whitman
Whitman to
to monitor
monitor the
the graduate
graduate
time
students
students as
as they
they were
were thrown,
thrown, untrained
untrained and
and unprepared;
unprepared; into
into their
their
assigned
assigned sections.
sections. O
Orr aa willing
willing faculty
faculty wife
wife would
would be
be hired
hired to
to run
run the
the
freshman
freshman program
program so
sothat
that the
thetenured
tenured faculty
facultycould
couldpursue
pursuetheir
theirscholarscholarunhindered by
by the
the demands
demands of
of staffing,
staffing, scheduling,
scheduling, and
and textbook
textbook
ship unhindered
ship
selection.
selection.
Recent
thatthis
thisdismal
dismalpicture
picturehas
haschanged,
changed,
Recent scholarshipdemonstrates
scholarship demonstrates that
though
though perhaps
perhaps not
not as
as much
much as
as itit should.
should. Linda
Linda Peterson's
Peterson's survey
survey of
of
WPA
. . specializes
WPA members
members reveals
reveals that
that "the
"the typical
typical WPA
WPA ....
specializes in
in aa traditraditional
tional field
field of
of English
English or
or American
American literature"
literature" (12),
(12), implying
implying that
that not
not
much
much has
has changed
changed (though
(though the
the recent
recent growth
growth in
in graduate
graduate programs
programs in
in
composition
composition studies
studies may
may change
change that,
that, along
along with
with the
thegrowth
growth in
incourses
courses
in
in composition
composition taught
taught by
by WPAs),
WPAs), while
while Carol
Carol P.
P. Hartzog
Hartzog reveals
reveals in
in her
her
survey
surveyof
of44
44writing
writingprogram
programdirectors
directorsthat
thatnearly
nearlyall
allrun
runprograms
programsthat
that
have
have aa statement
statement of
of principles
principles to
to guide
guide them
them and
and extensive
extensive training
training
programs
programs for
for TAs
TAs and
and other
other teachers
teachers in
in the
the program
program (35,49).
(35, 49).
At
many schools,
schools, however,
however, even
even this
this picture
picture isis changing
changing as
as writing
writing
At many
programs
programs proliferate
proliferate and
and diversify.
diversify. At
At Northeastern
Northeastern University,
University, for
for
example,
example, the
the English
English Department
Department includes
includes in
in addition
addition to
to its
its literature
literature
offerings
offerings and
and traditional
traditional freshman
freshman writing
writing courses
courses basic
basic writing,
writing, ESL,
ESL,
WPA.: Writing
WriHngPProgrum
AJmin;stnJHDn,Vol.
Vol. 11,
11,No.
No. 1-2,
1-2,Fall,
Fall. 1987
1987
WPA:
m p m Administration,
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and aa writing
writinp. center; an advanced-level, interdepartmental
writing-Program
© Council of writing
Writing
Administrators
and
pro.
gram; a graduate program and a certificate program in
in technical
technical writing;
gram;
and an off-campus summer graduate program in the teaching of writing.
these programs require constant monitoring and nurRecognizing that these
design,
turing, the department has hired four tenure-track professors to design,
implement, and oversee
oversee them. These four people,
people, two
two of whom are
are
tenured, have developed their expertise not in
in literature
literature but in writing,
expertise. This
This is
is
and design and alter the programs in light of their expertise.
as Hartzog's
Hartzog's survey, accompanied by
obviously not an isolated example, as
case studies
studies of three schools
schools with extensive
extensive writing programs, shows.
shows.
case

This fact, that scholars of writing (at
(at least, WPAs
WPAs who, "while they
This
. . . have specialized
specialized in both a literary
literary field and
and
hold Ph.D.s in English, ...
[Peterson 17])
171)control
control writing programs, signals
signals a
composition studies" [Peterson
change in the structure
structure of English
English departments
departments because adminprofound change
as are
istration at these schools is no longer a shared burden rotated, as
many chairmanships, among all faculty.
faculty. Increasingly, faculty members
are hired to use their expertise to design and run writing programs; the
administration of those programs is an integral part of their jobs. Faculty
in these positions are not caretakers of a slice
slice of bureaucracy; they are
experts and scholars testing and refining their knowledge in the practical
arena of application. The administration of writing programs under
these circumstances advances our knowledge of the teaching of writing.
architect's erection of a building or a playwright's
playwright's sucNo less than an architect's
scholarship.
cessful directing of his or her own play, it is scholarship.
design and implementation of assessment procedures at NorthThe design
eastern may prove a helpful example. When I began administering the
freshman writing program there, I inherited a placement procedure
freshman
consisting of a one-hour timed essay given students during fall orientacommonin
colleges and universities, it
tion week. While this sort of test is common
in colleges
conflicts both with what we know about valid writing assessment-that
assessment-that
various samples of writing must be evaluated to determine students'
abilities in various writing situations-and
situations-and with the writing program
itself, which acknowledges the difficulty of assessing writing by delaying
the giving of grades, evaluating groups of papers, and requiring faculty
collaboration in the evaluation of student essays. In short, the instrument used to determine students'
students' placement into writing courses conflicted conceptually and operationally with the courses themselves.
After defining this as a problem, I decided that a potential solution lay
in turning the freshman writing course itself
into an evaluative instruitselHnto
ment, under the assumption that students' performance over eleven
weeks would better indicate who needed additional help. Students who
did need more help would then be required to take an additional course
before continuing in the regular freshman sequence. There were practical problems, of course. Although thecrudity
the crudity of the single writing sample
14

students would show
show a broad range of
guaranteed that each class's students
ability, under the new system
system that range would broaden further,
further, so
so that
ability,
instructors would need help with the weakest students, who would need
instructors
course. In
help themselves when placed in a potentially too-demanding course.
administering the basic
basic writing program I had observed that instructors
administering
got to know their students'
abilities after about three weeks of class.
students'abilities
class. To
To
give the needed help I instituted a third-week assessment of students'
give
samples of their writing: students
overall abilities, based on various samples
identified then would be
be required to attend a weekly small-group session
coursework.
in addition to their regular coursework.
the core
core of this administrative
administrative action
action lay a conceptual base:
the
At the
base: the
pedagogically sound and consisbelief that writing programs should be pedagogically
specifically that placement and
and evaluation
tent throughout, and more specifically
procedures must conform to our knowledge of students'
students' growth and
procedures
accurate, valid, and humane tools
tools for the
development as writers and of accurate,
assessment of writing. While no empirically verifiable data can be
from such situation-specific manipulation and innovation, the
gathered from
knowledge that results-it
results-it can be done, it works-is
works-is surely as valuable as
that derived from classroom research and case study analysis, which has
writing's individual and
supplanted the scientific model in recognition of writing's
situationally-based nature.
The analogy between this sort of scholarship in action and the assessment of an architect's
architect's work, or a dancer's,
dancer's, is revealing. Architects must
spend much time and energy attending to practical matters of plumbing,
wiring, load distribution, traffic patterns, and other aspects of a building
in daily use.
use. A dancer preparing a performance must obtain a theater,
convince backers, audition dancers,
dancers, arrange lighting, hire musicians, and
choreograph not only the dancers on the stage but the entire
gestalt of the
entiregesfalf
performance. In both cases the achievement depends on hours of mundane activities; but what elevates their efforts above mere administration
are their roots in concepts based on artistry and expertise. (The artist
Christo provides a telling if extreme example; he considers the efforts
financing and permission to wrap islands, buildinvolved in obtaining financing
of plastic or nylon integral aspects of the
ings, and bridges with sheets of
work of art and meticulously documents the process leading up to the
product, explicitly recognizing the role of implementation in the production of significant art.)
art.)
So it is with the writing specialist in charge of a writing program. If
If the
administrator bases the program on sound principles and coherent, conactivitiessistent concepts of writing and its teaching, all administrative activitiesprogram's guiding principles, suggesting syllabi,
syllabi,
from articulating the program's
and recommending textbooks to interviewing prospective faculty and
grievances-aim toward the construction and
arbitrating students'
students' grievances-aim
15
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moved.
improvisation, it
'it is dynamic; itit changes,
changes,
Council
of Writing
Administrators
moved. Like a performance or an improvisation,
implementation
elements
of Program
the
implementation of
of aa program
program that
that embodies
embodies the
the©key
key
elements
the
develops,
evolves. Andlike
And 'like a
a grant,
grant, it
it is
is based
based on
on expertise
expertise but
but involves
involves
develops, evolves.
administrator's knowledge and expertise. And since such administration

administrator's knowledge and expertise. And since such administration

cannot
cannot rest
rest solely
solelyon
on received
received knowledge,
knowledge, its
its dynamic
dynamic nature
nature constantly
constantly

producing
producing challenges
challenges to
to be
be faced
faced and
and problems to
to be
be solved,
solved, itit demands
demands
that
that the
the administrator
administrator innovate,
innovate, based
based on
on expertise,
expertise, developing
developing novel
solutions
solutions to
to the
the difficulties
difficulties involved
involved in
in implementing
implementing general
general principles
inspecific
specificsituations.
situations. Like
Like the
the literary
literary scholar
scholar applying
applying theoretical
theoretical critical
critical
in
principles to
to aa specific
specifictext,
text, the
the writing
writing specialist's
specialist's arena
arena is
is the
the writing
principles
classroom and
and program.
program.
classroom
Where
Where all
allthis
this comes
comeshome,
home, of
of course,
course, is
is in
in the
the evaluation
evaluation of the
the WPA's
WPA's
as aa WPA.
WPA. And
And that
that evaluation,
evaluation, as
as Hartzog
Hartzog and
and Peterson
performance as
performance
both point
point out,
out, isis sadly
sadly inadequate
inadequate to
to the
the tasks
tasks aa WPA
WPA faces
faces and their
both
importance. Hartzog
Hartzog observes
observes that
that "formal
"formal reviews
reviews are
are often
often directly
importance.
associated with,
with, or
or perhaps
perhaps subsumed
subsumed by, academic
academic reviews." In then
associated
affirming that
that program
program administrators
administrators nonetheless are evaluated, she
affirming
quotes "one
"one person
person who
who said
said that
that he is
is not reviewed except 'on broader
quotes
performance as
as aa scholar and
and classroom
classroom teacher' land]
[and] added that 'of
'of course,
performance
steps would
would be
be taken'
taken' if
if he
he did
did not handle his job well" (25; emphasis
steps
added).Peterson
Petersonechoes
this assessment, quoting
quoting a WPA
WPA who noted that
added).
echoes this
administrativework
work would
would only
only have mattered
mattered at tenure time
time"if
administrative
"if any had
been bad"
bad" (14).
(14). Informal
Informal review, much less the threat of negative
been
response as
as the
the only
only response, is
is hardly
hardly sufficient for the time- and
response
energy-consuming task
task of
of directing
directing writing programs.
energy-consuming

A further
further complication
complication arises
arises as
as both Hartzog and Peterson observe
A
that because
because composition
composition studies
studies themselves, let alone program adminthat
istration, are
are often
often tainted
tainted in the.
the.eyes
of literary scholars, WPAs must
istration,
eyes of
"have commitments
commitments in
in both academia and administration" (Hartzog
(Hartzog 25)
25)
"have
and, further,
further, must publish
publish in
in both composition
composition and literature to assure
and,
their place
place in
in English
English departments.
departments. Peterson in particular argues forcetheir
fully
in
favor
of
such
fulfill an oft-neglected
fully in favor
such dual-field scholarship "to fulfill
ideal of the
the profession:
profession: to
to integrate teaching with scholarship and
ideal
(15). Unfortunately,
Unfortunately, unlike literary scholars who teach,
research" (15).
and write
write about literature, WPAs must by this reasoning divide
research, and
their energies
energies (already
(already strained, in Hartzog's
Hartzog's reckoning, by the demands
their
of their duties)
duties) between two distinct fields,
fields, primarily to placate intolerant
of
English faculty
faculty members. Such attitudes may be necessary for WPAs'
English
WPAs'
survival in
in many
many schools, but I have to wonder whether it serves the
survival
interest of WPAs
WPAs to
to accept their unpleasant implications. Rather, II
believe
WPAs
should
concentrate their scholarly work in their primary
believe WPAs
concentrate
area of
of interest:
interest: composition
composition studies.
studies.
area
Unlike traditional scholarship, though, administrative scholarship
Unlike
does
always result in publications, the traditional measure of
does not always
of a
scholar's work. Like
Like an exhibition,
exhibition, reading, or recital, program administration is
is bound
bound to
to aa certain
certain time
time and
and place.
place. Like
Like aa building,
istration
building, it
it cannot
cannot be
be
16
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grounded in that
that expertise.
expertise. Just
Just as
as
the testing and working out of ideas grounded
grant
recipient's work on its
its merits,
merits, the
the
grant evaluators
evaluators must evaluate aa recipient's
must recognize
recognize
evaluators of writing programs and their administrators must
that same
dynamic, situation-specific
situation-specific nature
nature of
of writing
writing programs
programs and
and
that
same dynamic,
adapt to it.
it. Mechanisms already exist for writing program
program evaluation
evaluation
which involve sending teams of
of recognized
recognized experts on writing
writing to
to evalevaluate programs, and this method of
of on-site refereeing is ideal,
ideal, though
though itit
must be clearly focused. Referees must distinguish
distinguish among
among the
the various
various
aspects of administration, focusing their attention
attention primarily
primarily on
on the
the
scholarly achievement embodied in the program and
and its relationship
relationship to
to
clearly articulated, discipline-wide standards or goals. A
A program's
program's sucsuccess
things, including administrators'personalities,
administrators' personalities, the
the
cess depends on many things,
nature of the teaching staff, the context within
within which
which the
the program
program
but at
at the
the heart
heart of
of
operates, and available financial and moral support; but
assessment of
of the
the success
success with
with
the refereed evaluation must lie the assessment
applied cogent,
cogent, articulated
articulated principles
principles based
based
which the administrator has applied
on. which aa journal
journal referee
referee must
must judge
judgeaa
on scholarship, the same grounds onwhich
not aa program's
program's cost-effectiveness
cost-effectiveness or
or its
its
manuscript. That principle, not
of operation,
operation, must
must be
be paramount.
paramount.
smoothness of
must also
also recognize
recognize its
its evolutionary
evolutionary
Writing program
program evaluation
evaluation must
In designing and implementing programs,
programs, scholar-administrators
scholar-administrators
nature. Indesigning
program over several years.
years. Unlike
Unlike aa scholarly
scholarly publicapublicamust consider the program
at some
some stage of
of its
its writing
writing must
must be
be considered"finished
considered "finished"and
and
tion, which at
writing program
program continually
continually evolves. Like
Like aa student's
student's writwritpublished, a writing
cannot be
be evaluated
evaluated fairly
fairly on
on the
the basis
basis of
of aa single
single sampling,
sampling, aa
ing ability, it cannot
visit, but
but must be
be looked
looked at
at in
in aa larger
larger context
context of
of accumulated,
accumulated,
single visit,
changes and
and revisions
revisions as
as well
well as
as conceptual
conceptual and
and organizaorganizaincremental changes
tional
tionaI leaps.

The administration
administration of
of writing
writing programs
programs as
as scholarship
scholarshipthen
theninvolves
involvesaa
reconceptualization
reconceptualization not
not only
only of
of administration
administration but
butof
ofscholarship
scholarshipas
aswell.
well.
This was
was brought
brought home
home by
by an
an objection
objection IIreceived
received from
from aa reader
reader of
of this
this
manuscript.
manuscript. This
This reader
reader wrote,
wrote, "WPAs
"WPAs are
are paid
paid very
very good
good money
money for
for
possessing this'expertise.'To
this 'expertise: To exact
exact itit as'scholarship'is
as 'scholarship' isabout
aboutas
aslogical
logicalas
as
paying scholars
scholars administrators'salaries
administrators' salaries because
because they
theypublish
publisharticles
articlesand
and
books."
books." This
This reviewer
reviewer is
is missing
missing the
the point.
point. IfIf 'expertise'
'expertise' consists
consists of
of
administrative
administrative ability
ability only-ability
only-ability to
to evaluate
evaluate transfer
transfer credit,
credit, to
to keep
keep
the machinery
machinery running,
running, to
to smooth
smooth feathers
feathers as
as they
theyruffle,
ruffle,and
andperhaps
perhapsto
to
give TAs
pointers on
on classroom
classroom behavior-then
behavior-then the
the objection
objection isis valid;
valid;
T As pointers
such an administrator
administrator is
is not
not performing
performing scholarship.
scholarship. But
But if,
if, as
as II am
am
arguing, the
the WPA's
WPA's role
role is
is to
to innovate,
innovate, to
to erect
erect and
and maintain
maintain aa program
program
that embodies and
and tests
tests theoretical
theoretical principles
principles and
and monitors
monitors the
the results
results
over several
several years,
years, that
that activity
activity is
is scholarly
scholarly and
and should
should be
be recognized
recognizedas
as
17
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such,
scholarship
to writsuch,and
andthe
thetraditional
traditional disciplinary
disciplinary view
view restricting
restricting
ten
ten publication
publication 'must
must broaden
broaden to
to include
include performance,in'
performance in the
the artistic or
theatrical
theatricalsense.
sense. Such
Such aashift
shift in
in evaluative
evaluative concepts
conrents will engender
eneender further
further
change
change in
in the
the nature
nature of
of writing
writing programs
programs as
as they move'
move from burdens
borne
borne by
by unwilling
unwilling or
or unqualified
unqualified caretakers to
to dynamic
dynamic laboratories in
which
which composition
composition theory
theory and
and composition pedagogy
pedagogy grow together.
Such
Suchunity
unity of
of research
research and
and application
application can
can then
then serve
serve as
as aa model for other
fields,
fields,bringing
bringing the
theelusive
elusiveideal
ideal of
of the
the scholar-teacher-for
scholar-teacher-for whom teaching
ing and
and scholarship
scholarship are
are not
not separate
separate and
and compartmentalized, but integrated
grated and
and mutually
mutually informing-closer
informing-closer to
to reality.
reality.

-
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Curriculum
Defining Writing Across the Curriculum

Susan McLeod
Writing across the curriculum, unlike many other phrases having to do
with writing these days, has a positive ring about it. Administrators and
faculty may see student writing skills
skills as abysmal and view basic writing
programs with suspicion, but writing across the curriculum is generally
seen as a positive response to the student literacy crisis and therefore
something to be desired. Administrators have heard of it and generally
campuses, even if they are not entirely sure
want to implement it on their campuses,
what "it"
"it" is, because it is defined as something
something that will improve student
writing.
But administrators and faculty alike often have only partialdefinitions
partial definitions
of writing across the curriculum in mind; they may know of only one
program, or they may have read a general article on the phenomenon.
Their half-defined
half-defined notions of the term lead them to sometimes serious
misunderstandings of what WAC is all
allabout.
about. At aarecent
recent conference, for
example, I talked to a dean who told me that he was thinking about
implementing a WAC program in which teaching assistants from all
disciplines would teach writing as part of the discussion sections they
led. So far,
far, so good; but the second part of his projected program
already led.
involved eliminating Freshman Composition from the budget because it
would be added to the job description of all TAs, a cost-effective approach
that pleased him.
him. And our faculty colleagues, while they may agree that
something needs to be done, often interpret writing across the curriculum to mean grammar across the curriculum, and therefore as something
capable of doing.
doing.
that they themselves are not capable

mis-definitions can damage and even destroy our writing proSuch mis-definitions
grams. As writing program administrators, we need to be sure that we
grams.
clarify for our colleagues and university administrators, and perhaps for
term"writing
ourselves as well, exactly what we mean when we use the term
"writing
across the curriculum." What I should like to do here is discuss two
complex and multi-dimensional
multi-dimensional term-the
term-the philosophical
aspects of this complex
our programs (the
(the"why"),
bases for OUf
"why"}, and their various institutional mani(the "how").
"how").
festations (the

Philosophical Bases
There are two philosophical approaches to writing across the curriculum.
These approaches are not necessarily opposed to one another and
WPA: Writing
Writin((-arn
N o . 1-2, FalI;19B7
Fa11,1987
WPA:
Program Adrni~~ishntion,
AJministrtlti"n, Vol. 11, No.
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Program
mutually exclusive,
exclusive, as
as Lil
Lil Brannon
Brannon implied
implied in
in a paper
given
at the
the 1986
1986 Administrators
mutually
given
at

MLA meeting.
meeting. We
Weshouldinstead
think of
of them on
onacontinuum
from (to
(to
MLA
should instead think
a continuum from
use James
James Britton's
Britton's terms)
terms) expressive
expressive to
t o transactional
transactional writing. The
The first
use
philosophy, which
which II would
would term "cognitive,"
"cognitive," assumes that
that writing is
is a
philosophy,
mode of
of thinking
thinking and
and learning.
learning. Janet
Janet Emig
Emig and
and James
James Britton are
are the
the
mode
philosophical godparents
godparents of this approach,
approach, which is
is based on
on construcphilosophical
education. We
We build our own knowledge structures, the
tivist theories of education.
goes, changing
changing them as
as we receive new information.
information. One of the
theory goes,
these knowledge strucmost powerful ways of building and changing these
tures is
is through writing, through explaining things to ourselves
ourselves in a
tures
conscious way before we explain things to others.
others. The
The curricular maniconscious
festation of this approach
approach is
is the use of journals and other ungraded
festation
assignments in all
all classes, at all
all levels, to make writing as a tool
writing assignments
for learning
learning in the
the classroom.
classroom. Toby Fulwiler's very successful program at
for
Michigan Technological University is the most well-known embodiment
of this
this approach
approach to
to writing across
across the
the curriculum; teachers at Michigan
of
Tech. learned
learned to
to use writing in
in all
all disciplines
disciplines to encourage
encourage learning. Their
Tech.
methods are
are p~esented
presented in Toby Fulwiler and Art Young's book Language
methods
Connections: WTltlng
Writing and Readmg
Reading Aero"
Across the Curriculum
Curriculum and the results are
ConnectIOns:
discussed in
in Young and Fulwiler's
Fulwiler's Writing
Writing Aero"
Across the Disciplines: Research into
discussed
Practice.
The second approach, which I would term "rhetorical,"
"rhetorical," acknowledges
The
the importance
importance of writing as
as a mode of learning, but emphasizes the
the
socialconstraints
contextual and social
constraints of writing. This philosophy sees writing
discipline as a form of social
social behavior in that discipline,
discipline, and
in aa particular discipline
sees academic
academic writing as a discourse community into which we must
sees
introduce our students, much as we try to make newcomers feel at home
introduce
in conversations among our friends. Because this approach sees the
discourse community as
as crucial to the understanding of both the writing
discourse
process and the conventions of the finished products, classes that
extensive use of collaborative
collaborative learning and
emphasize the approach make extensive
revision. The aim is
is to
tocreate
peer revision.
create a community of learners and writers in
the classroom, similar to the knowledge community we call a discipline.
the
The philosophical godparent of this approach is Ken Bruffee, and its most
well-known embodiment is the program at Beaver College, established
Elaine Maimon. Her methods are presented in her text, Writing
Writing in the
by Elaine
Arts and
and Sciences,
Sciences, and in various articles, especially in "Talking
"Talking to
Arts
Strangers."The
Strangers."
The most common curricular manifestation of this approach
is the writing course in a particular discipline (''Writing
is
("Writing in the Sciences"
or "Writing
"Writing in History")
History") which are often, but not always, at the upperdivision level.
level.
These brief summaries cannot do justice to the philosophical bases for
writing across
the curricuJum
curriculum programs;
writing
across the
programs; II invite
invite interested
interested readers
readers to
to
look at the articles and books mentionedabove.
mentioned above. Before Ileave
I leave the issue of
of
20

philosophy, however, I would like to emphasize one point: the two
philosophical approaches are different only in emphasis, not in kind.
Programs which emphasize writing to learn do not necessarily denigrate
the importance of writing for audiences other than the self, audiences
with specific
of
specific expectations. Programs which emphasize the importance of
the rhetorical expectations
expectations in particular discourse communities do not by
definition leave out writing to learn. The philosophies are compatible;
many flourishing programs are philosophically ambidextrous
ambidextrous.
Whatever the controlling philosophy for a WAC program, the actual
of the institution
program structure may differ, depending on the needs of
it serves and the situation in which it was born. There are a number of
of
combinations and permutations of elements in each institutional model;
what I will do here is list those elements, and explain how they work in a
particular context. I base my classification system on how WAC affects
students and faculty (for a related classification system see Kinneavy).
Kinneavy).

.1

WAC for Students
Students

!
The Freshman Composition WAC Course:
This model uses Freshman Composition as an introduction to writing
in the university. The WAC course at this level goes beyond the reading
and writing of tthe
1970's curriculum for
h e personal essay (the common 1970rs
Freshman Comp.) to include readings from disciplines across the curricu"freshman
lum and writing about and for those disciplines. The essay, or "freshman
theme," is not excluded, but the course no longer
longer assumes that learning
theme,"is
writing skills that will
to write such an essay gives students thinking and writing
writing tasks. Students also write summaries, critransfer to all other writing
reviews, research reports, case studies, and lab
lab reports
reports as
tiques, book reviews,
part of
of their undergraduate education, and a true WAC composition
composition
of writing as well. In some programs,
programs,
course would include these kinds of
Harvard's Expository Writing Program,
Program, there are separate
such as Harvard's
Beaver
courses for various disciplines; in others, such as the program at Beaver
Freshman course is a single course but
but completely interdisciCollege, the Freshman
Program (Plan for Alternat~ve
Alternative
plinary. In some, like the innovative PAGE Program
has become
become part
part
General
~
e n e i a lEducation)
~ d u c a t i oatn )George Mason University, writing has
of an interdisciplinary undergraduate curriculum
curriculum which
which includes
includes such
of
Arts" and "Symbols,
"Symbols, Codes, and Information."
Information."
"Reading the Arts"
courses as "Reading
The Adiunct
Adiunct Course:
Course:
In this model, a writing
writing course
course (often one or
or two
two credits)
credits) is
is attached
attached to
to aa
particular discipline, andis
and is taught
taught by
by an
an instructor
instructor knowledgeknowledgecourse in a particular
the teaching
teaching of
of writing.
writing. This instructor
instructor works
works closely
closely with
with the
the
able about the
21
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help: students'
students' thinking
thinking and
and learning
learning processes.
processes. There
There'is
© Council of and
Writing
Program
curriculum will help
is
subject-matter teacher in developing
developing writing assignments,
with
the Administrators
. an important
important affective element
element in
in such
such workshops
workshops as
as well;
well; almost
almost all
all
students
students in
in the adjunct class
class in writing those assignments.
assignments. Such a course
programs that evaluate their
their workshops
workshops report
report aa high
highdegree
degree of
ofintellecintellecprograms
makes
makes aa good
good deal
deal of sense
sense in large research institutions with enormous
at the
the end,
end, aa sort
sort of
of "revival"
"revival" experience
experience (see,
(see, for
for
tual excitement at
undergraduate lecture
lecture sections.
sections. The drawback is, of course, that it can

separate
separate writing from
from the course, and that students and faculty see
u
writing itself as
real curriculum. But as Robert
as a mere adjunct to
to the u"real"
Cullen
successfully
Cullen points out, the adjunct course has been implemented successfully
at
at such
such schools
schools at UCLA and
and the University
University of Washington.

the article by
by Weiss
Weiss and Peich).
Peich). This
This excitement
excitement is
is not
not to
to be
be
example, the
taken lightly; the attitude change
change brought
brought about
about by
by such
such workshops
workshops may
may
be the most important element
element in
in bringing
bringing about
about change
changein
in the
the university
university
be
curriculum.

Upper-Division
Upper-Division Writing Intensive Courses:
This
of their chosen
This course introduces
introduces students to the writing tasks of
disciplines.
disciplines. Where the freshman WAC course teaches writing about a
particular field, this class
particular field-not
field-not just
just
class teaches writing in a particular
writing about history, for example, but writing history. The teachers for
this
subject-matter discipline, the reason
this class
class are usually teachers from a subject-matter
being that such teachers are the best ones to introduce novices to the
discourse community of their chosen profession. The focus is not just
discourse
just on
forms and formats, but on the critical thinking skills that define the
forms
various disciplines.
disciplines.
various

The Writing Helper:
Helper:
The
In some schools, faculty
faculty who
who agree
agree to
to teach
teach subject
subject matter
matter classes
classes
In
as writing
writing classes
classes are
are rewarded
rewarded with
with extra
extra help.
help. This
This somesomedesignated as
comes in
in the
the form
form of
of aa Teaching
Teaching Assistant,
Assistant, as
as at
at the
the University
Universityof
of
times comes
or in
in the
the form
form of
of aa Writing
Writing Fellow,
Fellow, an
an undergraduate
undergraduate who
whohas
has
Michigan, or
been trained
trained to
to respond
respond to
to student
student drafts
drafts of
of papers.
papers. The
The danger
danger of
ofusing
using
been
helpers is
is that
that the
the teacher
teacher in
in charge
charge treats
treats writing
writing as
as something
something
such helpers
from (and
(and inferior
inferiorto)
to) the
the subject
subject matter
matterof
ofthe
theclass,
class, something
something
separate from
he or
or she
she can
can treat
treat as
as the
the helper's
helper's responsibility.
responsibility. In
In the
the best
best programs,
programs,
he
like theone
the one at
at Brown
Brown University,
University, the
theWriting
Writing Fellows
Fellows do
do not
not fallinto
fall intothe
the
like
traditional TA
TA role
role of
ofgrader,
grader, but
butcoach
coach the
theprocess
processof
ofwriting
writinginitiated
initiatedby
by
traditional
the subject
subject matter
matter professor,
professor, who
who takes
takes ultimate
ultimate responsibility
responsibility for
for the
the
the
writing
writing assignment.
assignment.

This model has arisen in many states (California, for example) as a
response to legislation
legislation aimed at "doing something" about student literacy. The obvious
obvious drawbacks
drawbacks to these upper-division writing courses are
acy.
two-fold: some junior-level students are not yet skilled enough writers
two-fold:
to handle advanced
advanced writing tasks, and teachers in the subject matter
areas are often uneasy about teaching a writing class. The first of
of these is
best handled by a careful screening procedure, such as the Writing
Writing
Effectiveness Screening Test (WEST)
Effectiveness
(WEST) at California State University,
University,
Chico, which insures that the students in such classes are capable
Chico,
second drawback is best handled by a faculty workshop or
writers. The second
or
seminar, discussed
discussed below.
seminar,

WAC for Faculty
The Faculty Seminar:
Most WAC programs, whatever their
their structure, have a faculty writing
writing
workshop or seminar somewhere along the way. Sometimes, at
at the
the
community college level, these are courses that faculty can take for credit
credit
(and therefore salary advancement). Often they are workshops
workshops that
that are
are
(and
led by outside experts such as Toby Fulwiler, Carol Holder, Barbara
Barbara
Walvoord, or Tori Haring-Smith; sometimes they are led
led by
by faculty
faculty
members themselves. All such workshops have aa common goalgoalshowing faculty methods of
of assigning and evaluating student writwriting, and helping them understand that integrating writing into
into the
the
22
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.1

The Writing
Writing Consultant:
Consultant:
On
On some
some campuses
campuses there
there is
is aa resident
resident "writing
consuJtant" who
who isis
w riting consultant"
available
available to
to help
help individual
individual faculty
faculty design
design and
and sequence
sequence writing
writing assignassignments,
ments, and
and give
give advice
advice on
on evaluating
evaluating writing.
writing. The
The faculty
faculty who
who ask
ask for
for
advice
advice are
are sometimes
sometimes graduates
graduates of
of aa faculty
faculty workshop,
workshop, sometimes
sometimes not.
not.
The most
most successful
successful programs
programs using
using the
the writing
writing consultant,
consultant, like
likethe
theone
one
at
at La
La Salle
Salle University,
University, are
are multi-tiered;
multi-tiered; faculty
faculty may
may make
make use
useof
ofsome
someor
or
all
all of
of the
the components
components (long
(long workshop,
workshop, short
short workshop,
workshop, individual
individual
consultation).
consultation).
II

What It All
All Really
Really Means
Means
II said
said at
at the
the beginning
beginning that
that the
the term
term "writing
"writing across
across the
the curriculum"
curriculum"isis
generally
generally equated
equated with
with aa program
program which
which will
will improve
improve student
student writing.
writing.
That
That holds
holds true
true as
as aa general
general definition.
definition. But
But those
those who
who have
have read
read this
this
article
article carefully
carefully will
will note
note that
that itit means
means much
much more.
more. Writing
Writing across
across the
the
curriculum
curriculum also
also means
means change-change
change-change in
in the
the structure
structureof
ofwriting
writingproprograms,
grams, change
changein
inthe
theuniversity
universitycurriculum,
curriculum,change
changein
infaculty
facultybehavior
behaviorin
in
the
theclassroom.
classroom. At
At its
itsbest,
best, WAC
WAC means
meansaachange
changein
inthe
theentire
entireeducational
educational
process
process at
at the
the university
university level;
level; students
students who
who are
are writing
writing in
in all
all their
their
23
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classes
passiveProgram
of Writing
Administrators
classesand
a n d sharing
sharing their
their writing with their peers are'no
a©r eCouncil
n o longer
bbut
ut
active
active learners,
learners, junior colleagues
colleagues who
w h o are
a r e engaged with
w i t h their subject
matter
Att
m a t t e r in
i n aa way
w a y that
t h a t emulates
emulates the
t h e professional discourse community. A
its
its best,
best, aa writing across
across the
t h e curriculum
curr~culurnprogram makes the
t h e university
univirsity
what
w h a t itit should
should be-a
be-a comprehensive
comprehensive environment of literacy and
a n d learning.

Notes
Notes
lA
IA directory
directory of
of WAC
WAC programs
programs isis available
available from
from the National Network of
Writing
Writing Across
Across the
the Curriculum
Curriculum Programs; contact Christopher Thaiss, PAGE
Program,
4400 University
Universitv Drive, Fairfax, VA 22030.
22030.
Pronram. George
Georne Mason
Mason University,
Universitv, 4400
For
those wishing
~or'those
wlshlng information
~nforrnataonabout
ab&t setting
settmg up
up and running
iunnlng WAC programs, the
Board
Board of
ofConsultants
Consultants of
of the
the National
Nat~onalNetwork
Network holds sessions
ses,~onsat both the NCTE
Conference
Conference and
and the
the Conference
Conference on
on College
College Composition
Composition and Communication
every
every year.
year. The
The members
members of
of the
the Board
Board of
of Consultants are:
are: Toby
Toby Fulwiler, University
Joyce Magnotto, Prince
versity of
of Vermont;
Vermont; Richard
Richard Graves,
Graves, Auburn University;
University;Joyce
George
George Community
Community College;
College; Susan
Susan McLeod,
McLeod, Washington
Washington State
State University;
Margot
Margot Soven,
Soven, La
La Salle
Salle University;
University; Keith Tandy,
Tandy, Moorhead
Moorhead State
State University;
Christopher
ChristopherThaiss,
Thaiss, George
GeorgeMason
Mason University; Barbara Walvoord,
Walvoord, Loyola CoUege.
CoUege.
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LynnDianneBeene
LynnDianne
Beene and Scott P. Sanders
College English,
English, Jay L.
L Robinson
Robinson calls
calIs for
for English
English profesprofesIn a 1985 article in Collexe
"rethink what we
we mean
mean by
by reading
reading and by
by writing"
writing" (489).
(489). He
He
sors to "rethink
who would
would design or
or administer
administer writing
writing programs:
programs:
offers advice to those who
proper aim for writing programs ....
might well
well be
be to
to invite
invite and
and help
help
A Drover
. . minht

students to develop as eethnographers
of~thoight-ascarefuland
thought-as
careful and reflective
reflective
st;dents
t ~ ~ ~ g r ~of
hers
participant-observers, critical thinkers
thinkers of
of their
their own
own thoughts,
thoughts, ....
able to
to
. . able
varticivant-observers,
assert Bnd
and make aa place for themselves as
as makers
makers of
of meanings
meanings that
that are
are
Hssert
personally satisfying.
satisfying ....
. . . (492).
personally

!.

the means
means of
of making
making such
such
Ideally, writing programs offer students the
meanings, of
of obtaining such satisfactions,
satisfactions, both
both in
in the
the world
world of
ofliterature
literature
and in the world of
of work. However, many
many writing
writing programs
programs fallshort
fall short of
of
these ideals because they simply overlay
overlay aa traditional
traditional curriculum
curriculum of
of
specialized courses,
courses, typically
typically in
in technical
technical
literary studies with a few specialized
writing and traditional grammar, and assume that
that students
students will
will develop
develop
professional
professional writing skills from their
their experiences
experiences analyzing
analyzing literary
literary
texts. Rethinking the complementary skills
skills of
of reading
reading and
and writing
writing
demands a new curriculum,
curriculum, one that
that does not
not diminish the
the importance
importance of
of
either literary analysis or the mastery of
of applied skills.
skills. An
An innovative
innovative
writing program
program should encourage this
this process
process of
of curricular
curricular redefiniredefinition. At the University of
of New Mexico (UNM), we
we feel
feel we
we have
have created
created
such a writing program-the
program-the concentration in
in professional
professional writing.
writing.
The undergraduate
undergraduate English curriculum
curriculum at UNM has
has evolved
evolved over
over the
the
last seven years from a single curriculum concentrating
concentrating on
on literary
literary study
study
to an array of several curricula, each with its own concentration. The
The
traditional concentration remains to prepare
prepare students for graduate
graduate study
study
of
of literature. The other concentrations emphasize pre-law,
pre-law, pre-business,
pre-business,
public school teaching, creative writing,
writing, and, most
most recently, professional
professional
writing.
Recognizing that most of
of our undergraduate majors enter
enter nonnonacademic, professional careers, the Department
Department approved the
the newest
newest
concentration in the fall
fan of
of 1984.
1984. The professional
professional writing
writing curriculum
curriculum
attempts to integrate the study of
of writing practice,
practice, language theory,
theory, and
and
literary criticism into a single curriculum that will prepare
prepare students
students for
for
the diverse employment opportunities they will find after they
they graduate.
graduate.
The professional writing concentration
concentration teaches the analytical, research,
research,
and writing skills needed for non-academic,
non-academic, professional
professional careers
careers in
in
WPA:
q m m Mminirhntion,
WPA: Writing
Writing P
I'rtJrrGItI
AJItIUtisfrvtiDn. Vol. 11, No.
No. 1-2,
1-2, Fall,
Fall, 1987
1987
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technical writing
writing and
and editing,
editing, public
public relations,
relations, and
and©many
other
Council
of Writing
Program Administrators
technical
other
positions
in business'
business and
and government.
government. In
In that
that sense,
sense, the concentration is
is vocain
tional. But
But itit also
also asks
asks students
students to'
to question
question 'what
what it
it means
means to
to be a
tional.
professional writer.
writer. To
To the
the uninitiated,
uninitiated, writers
writers in
in the
the world of work are
are
professional
quasi-professionals, support
support staff who
who merely
merely transmit the information
quasi-professionals,
they communicate.
communicate. In
In fact,
fact, professional writers are
are responsible for the
the
they
rhetorical effectiveness
effectiveness of
of their work.
work. For the
the most part they do
do not
rhetorical
originate information,
information, but
but they
they create
create the
the documents
documents whose contexts
originate
turn information
information into
into knowledge, and knowledge into
into action.
action.
turn
To be
be more
more than skilled
skilled technicians,
technicians, more than hacks or propagandists,
To
professional writers must critically
critically examine their roles
roles as communicators.
The
messenger
is
no
longer
removed
from
the morality of the
tors.
is
message. Recognizing and reconciling the moral dilemmas of life is the
study in
great theme of the humanities in general and of literature study
O u r professional writing concentration anticipated
particular. Our
Robinson's call
call for
for new
new curricula:
curricula: it offers
offers students
students vocational and
Robinson's
humanistic preparation
preparation by
skills and critically
critically examining the
humanistic
by teaching skills
contexts in
in which
which those
those skills
skills will be employed.
contexts

Curriculum Description
Description
Curriculum
The curriculum requires thirty-four hours
hours of coursework in English
The
the six hours of freshman
freshman composition required of all UNM
UNM
beyond the
students. Twelve
Twelve of
of these
these hours
hours are
are in
in writing
writing courses,
courses, and
and twenty-one
twenty-one
students.
hours are
are in literature and language
language seminars and surveys. One hour of
credit is
is granted for
for a required internship
internship in writing, completing the
thirty-four hours of required English courses. In addition to their English
students complete a professional complement that requires nine
study, students
hours of
of upper
upper division
division coursework
coursework in
in aa technical,
professional, or
hours
technical, professional,
or scienscienfield. Finally, students
students must demonstrate minimal computer competific field.
tency by demonstrating proficiency in the use of a word processor. The
complete sequence of courses is
is presented at the end of the article, along
complete
with descriptions
descriptions of
of the
the writing
writing courses,
courses, aa Jisting
listing of
of some
some recent
internwith
recent internship
placements,
and
the
titles
of
some
representative
senior
projects.
ship
some

Of the twelve
twelve hours of required writing courses, nine are upper diviOf
sion, which balance exactly with the nine hours of upper division work
sion,
required in Jiterature
literature and criticism. The concentration is similar to an
English honors curriculum designed for students whose special interests
are in writing rather than in literature, and in non-academic, professional
employment rather than in graduate English study. The similarity to an
honors program is strongest in the senior year when all students complete an internship and most complete an optional senior project. Students may elect to substitute an additional upper division writing
seminar for the senior project, but most choose to do a project. Instead of
of
26

'the
the traditional curriculum's
curriculum's honors seminar and seniorithesis,profes-"
senior'thesis, professional
sional writing students undertake an internship and then an -extensive
extensive
writing project that culminates in a written report of undergraduate

thesis length and quality. The
The project report is reviewed by the Professional Writing Committee, and the student must give a public, oral
presentation in a manner similar to the defense of an honors thesis.
The curriculum does not require English 219, our department's
department's service
course in technical writing. We decided it would not be wise to mix

English majors preparing for careers as professional writers with engineering and business majors seeking skills to complement their profesprofessional careers. We require technical writing in the 18-hour
I8-hour professional
professional
writing minor, where 219's
219's focus on the writing needs of
of students who
are not English majors is appropriate. For majors, the course is optional.
This makes the technical writing course analogous to the 100 and 200level literature courses the Department offers that do not satisfy
requirements in the traditional literature concentration. Students take
of other departments, the colsuch courses to fulfill the requirements of
lege, the university, or simply to satisfy their own curiosity.
We do offer a course devoted to technical writing in the major concenjunior-level
tration. It is taught in rotation with other topics in the junior-level
writing, English 320. In different
workshop in advanced expository writing,
senior-level
semesters, the 320 workshop and its companion course, the senior-level
411 special topics course, focus on different genres, such as technical
writing, non-fiction
non-fiction writing, science writing,
writing, and writing for visual
writing,
one of
of many careers open to
to
presentation. Technical writing is only one
technical
professional writing graduates. Excluding the service course in technical
writing curriculum
curriculum
writing from the required courses in the professional writing
emphasizes that the concentration is an English degree, that it is connot simply an
an expansion
expansion of
of
cerned with literacy in a broad sense, that it is not
Department's service offerings in technical
technical writing.
the Department's

Literacy as a Professional Skill
department is the appropriate academic address for a curThe English department
professional credential.
credential.
riculum that promotes literacy as a generalized professional
intelligence
Professional writers must possess an analytical and critical intelligence
power-they must
must be
be insightful
insightful
coupled with a synthetic, expressive power-they
readers as well
well as efficient writers. The critical
critical reading
reading of
of literature
literature
promotes research
research and analytical skills,
skills, and
and the
the practice
practice of
of writing
writing skills
skills
critical reading
reading of
of all types of
of writing,
writing, literary and
and nonnonencourages the critical
Together with
with a basic knowledge of
of the
the grammatical
grammatical strucstrucliterary alike. Together
of our language and familiarity with
with professional
professional practices
practices acquired
acquired
ture of
professional complement
complement coursework,
coursework, the professional
professional writing
writing
in the professional
27
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curriculum offers
offers aa rigorous
rigorous .preparation
preparation for a,
a professional

on
on proficient
proficient writing skills.
skills.

John J. Clayton writes
writes that majoring in English "leads
"leads naturally
naturally to
to
careers in many areas"(122)
areas" (122) because students learn how
how to learn: "They
"They
...
creative, aware, critical learners"
learners" (123), which makes
makes them
them
. . . become creative,
"people who think for themselves, communicate well, and operate with
with a
complex humanity,"
humanity," who are thereby "more
"more competent in
in new
new learning,
[and]
field" (125). This is attractive
attractive stuff
stuff for all
all
[andl better professionals in any field
practical recommendation that Clayton offers is
is
humanists, but the practical
with better
better
only that English departments should provide their majors with
counseling about non-academic careers. He recommends
recommends against changchanging the traditional curriculum to include courses that explicitly teach
teach
non-academic skills.
skills.

That
That the
the traditional
traditional literature
literature curriculum is
is a decent preparation for
for
aa professional career
career has
has been argued
argued in
in several
several articles and pamphlets

(see
(see Orange
Orange 1972,
1972, rev.
rev. 1979;
1979; Evans 1978;
1978; Clayton
Clayton 1981)
1981) and is the sole
topic
topic of
of Dorothy
Dorothy K.
K. Bestor's well-known book Aside fTom
from Teaching English,
What
These authors
authors answer
answer the
the central question
W h a finin the
the WOTld
World Can
Can You
Y o u Do? These
about
about English
English studies,
studies, that
that Bestor candidly
candidly acknowledges
acknowledges in her title, by
citing
citing non-academic
non-academic careers
careers that
that English
English graduates
graduates have successfully
pursued.
pursued. But
But none
none of them
them calls
calls for
for fundamental
fundamental changes
changes in the English
curriculum.
curriculum.
Linwood
Linwood E.
E. Orange's
Orange's pamphlet,
pamphlet, English:
English: The
The PTe-PTofessional
Pre-Professional MajoT,
Major, is
is the
classic
classicsource
sourcefor
for statistics
statisticsindicating
indicating the
the employment
employment market
market value of an
an
English
English degree.
degree. Orange
Orange surveyed
surveyed "fifty-three
"fifty-three law schools
schools and thirtyseven
....nearly four hundred industrial organizations of
seven medical
medicalschools
schools..
the
the 'blue
'blue chip'
chip' variety, and
and forty-three
forty-three governmental agencies" (2).
(2). He
discovered
discovered English
English majors
majors working everywhere he looked, from aircraft
industries
industries to
to rubber
rubber manufacturers.
manufacturers. These former
former literature majors held
an
an equally
equally wide
wide variety
variety of positions
positions (see
(seeOrange, Table 2, p.
p. 9).
9). Orange's
immediate
immediate point
point isis important and
and utterly convincing: the jobs are there
for
for English
Engllsh majors
majors who
who will
will actively
actively seek
seek them.

!

b

But
But Orange's
Orange's larger
larger argument
argument that
that the
the traditional English curriculum
adequately
adequately prepares
prepares students
students for
for those
those jobs is
is not so
so convincing. Orange
notes
preparanotes that
that some
some of
of the
the more
more successful
successful job seekers
seekers had academic
academicpreparations quite
quitedifferent
different from
from the
the typical
typical English major's.
major's. He cites
cites aa8'straight
tions
"straight
A
A 'double
'double major'
major' (English
(English and
and Business
Business Administration)" as
as "the most
successfulof
of these
thesegraduates,"
graduates,"and
also notes
notes that"several
thatf'several..
successful
and also
....graduates
graduates
whoincluded
includedadvanced
advanced composition,
composition, creative writing, and
and technical
technical writwho
ing in
in their
their undergraduate
undergraduate curricula"
curricula" found
found satisfying
satisfying work
work as
as technical
technical
ing
writers (19).
(19).Orange
Orange mentions these
these students
students in passing without assesswriters
ing how
how much
much their
their extra-literary studies
studies might
might have influenced their
ing
success in
in the
the job market or
or reflecting
reflecting that
that these
these students' experiences
success
might indicate
indicate aa need for
for chanses
changes in
in the
the English curriculum.
curriculum.
might

William H.
H. Evans
Evans takes
takes an
an historical approach, citing studies from
from the
William
1930s to
to document
document first
first that
that today's poor job market for
for college profes1930s
sors of
of literature
literature isis not
not an
an aberration
aberration and second that English
English majors
majors
sors
have always
always entered
entered careers
careers outside
outside of
of academe.
academe. Evans
Evans summarizes the
have
advice of
of the
the authors
authors he
he researched,
researched, and
and he asserts
asserts that
that their advice
advice
advice
remains valid:
valid: "Stress
"Stress at
at all
all times
times the
the practical skills
skills of reading, writing,
remains
and speaking.
speaking. Give
Give practice, practice, practice in
in writing ...
. . . better
and
information about
about alternative
alternative careers
careers ...
. . . [and]
[and] participate actively in
information
non-teaching internships"
internships"(205).
Like Orange,
Orange, Evans
Evans does
does not discuss
discuss the
non-teaching
(205). Like
problems students
students would
would encounter
encounter trying
trying to
to accomplish
accomplish these
these goals
goals
problems
28

requirements of
of the
the traditional
traditional
while meeting the survey and seminar requirements
literature curriculum.

Evans writes that the "B.A.
"B.A. in English is a viable degree,
degree, provided
provided the
the
student.
. . adds non-English courses and work experience in a field
student ...
field in
in
which that student has interests and skills"
skills" (204).
(204). And
And Clayton
Clayton tells
tells us
us
that "one
"one theme asserted itself
itself again and again: the
the necessity for
for traintrainEnglish-through coursework,
coursework, job
job experience,
experience, and advanced
ing outside English-through
degrees"(130)
degrees"
(130) [Clayton's
[Clayton's emphasis]. The obvious question that is neither
neither
asked nor answered is this: What is really viable and relevant? The
The
English degree? O
Orr is it the "non-English
"non-English courses,"
courses," the "training
"training outside
outside
English"?
UNM's
UNM's professional
profeSSional writing concentration responds to
to this question
by clearly identifying the acquisition of language skills, analytical skills,
skills,
and writing skills
skills as the three goals of
of a pre-professional
pre-professional approach to
English studies. The integrative theory behind the concentration
concentration is evident in the three courses students must take before
before beginning
beginning upper
upper
division work: English 240, "Traditional
"Traditional Grammar";
Grammar"; English 250, "The
"The
Literature"; and English 298, "Writing
Analysis of Literature";
"Writing and the Professions."
Professions."

I

Sophomore-level courses provide the
the foundation of
of basic
basic knowledge
knowledge
and skills that allows for more intensive study in upper division courses.
In the teaching concentration, English 240's
240's curricular role is to ensure
that future ~
u b l i cschool teachers thoroughly understand
public
understand the structure
structure
of English as it is described by traditional grammar. In the
the pre-graduate,
pre-graduate,
traditional literature concentration, English 250 introduces students to
to
methods of
of literary criticism. In the professional writing
writing concentration,
concentration,
a r a l l ecourses
l
that prepare students to take
240 and 250 become ~
parallel
take Engof traditionalgrammar
traditional grammar
lish 298, the pivotal sophomore course. The study of
in 240 introduces students to basic analytical techniques for working
with sentences; English 250 does the same for whole texts. Then, in
English 298, students see how the knowledge gained in the two earlier
courses may be used in the world of
of professional
profeSSional writing.
writing. For example,
copyediting uses some of the analytical skills learned in the study of
29
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traditional grammar; substantive
analysis,
and rhetorisubstantive editing, audience

"al
cal analysis
analysis use some
some of the analytical skills
skills learned in the study
study of
criticism.
criticism.
Students
"Writing and
explore the
Students in
in8'Writing
and the Professions"
Professions"exp1ore
the range of careers
open
open to
to college
college graduates
graduates with strong
strong writing abilities. They write two
papers
papers each
each in
in the
the context of three
three scenarios
scenarios that reflect the genres that
roughly describe
describe the
the employment
employment opportunities for
for writing professionals:
sionals: technical
technical writing, public
public information and
and public
public relations writing,
ing, and
and freelance
freelance non-fiction writing.
writing. Some
Some limited library
library research into
the
the concept
concept of
of professionalism
professionalism itself is
is augmented
augmented by the
the presentations
of
of professional
professional writers
writers who
who appear
appear as
as guest
guest speakers
speakers to
to discuss
discuss their
experiences
and
respond
to
students'
questions.
The
course
combines
experiences and respond to students'questions. The course combines the
the
identification
identificationand
and practice
practice of
of professional
professional writing skills
skills with reflection on
on
the
the ethos
ethos that
that must
must accompany
accompany the
the application
application of
of those
those skills
skills if
if aa practipractitioner
tioner is
is to
to be
be recognized as
as aa true
true professional.

Literacy
Literacy and
and Literature
Literature

Beyond basics,
basics, more
and more
companies are
in^ analytic
analvtic skills
and
Beyond
more and
more companies
are teach
teaching
skills and
crhcal thinking,
th~nk~ng,
conceptual bases
bases for
for transferable
transferableknowledge,
knowledge, foreign.lanforeign lancritical
conceptual
guage, psychology
psychology and
and sociology.
socrology, economics,
economics, college
dlgebra,
physics,
and
guage.
coUege
dlgebra,
physics,
. and
other courses
courses in science
science and
and technology
technology (77).
(77).
other

I
I.
Y

We
We agree
agree with
with E.
E. D.
D. Hirsch,
Hirsch, Jr.
Jr. that
that as
as English
English professors
professors "our
"our recent
recent
experiment
of
being
exclusively
professors
of
literature
has
been
experiment of being exclusively professors of literature has been aa rather
rather
short-lived
short-lived and
and unsuccessful
unsuccessful one,
one, with
with unfortunate
unfortunate practical
practical conseconsequences"
quences" (64).
(64).One
Oneof
of the
the most
most unfortunate
unfortunate of
of those
thoseconsequences
consequencesis
is the
the
vitiating
vitiating schism
schism in
in English
English departments
departments between
between literature
literature and
and writing
writing
professors.
professors. Maxine
Maxine Hairston,
Hairston, in
in her
her keynote
keynote speech
speech at
a t the
the 1985
1985CCCe,
CCCC,
expressed
called for
expressed the
thefrustration
frustration of
of many
manywriting
writing professors
professors when
when she
shecalled
for
"a
"a psychological
psychological break
break with
with the
the literary
literary critics
critics who
who today
today dominate
dominate the
the
profession
profession of
of English
English studies"
studies" (1).
(1).UNM's
UNM's professional
professional writing
writing concenconcentration
is
our
attempt
to
avert
this
break,
to
replace
Hairston's
tration is our attempt to avert this break, to replace Hairston's call
call for
for
separation
separation with
with aa call
call for
for reunion.
reunion. Our
Our professional
professional writing
writing concentraconcentration
tion recalls
recalls an
an older
older time
time when
when the
the mission
mission of
of English
English departments
departments was
was
defined
defined by
by commitment
commitment to
to aa more
more broadly
broadly defined
defined literacy-to
literacy-to reading
reading
and
and to
to writing,
writing, in
in more
more equal
equal measures.
measures.
Today,
curricula they
Today,literature
literatureand
andwriting
writing professors
professors and
andthe
thecurricula
they teach
teach in
in
need
need each
eachother
other in
in aa single,
single, united
united department
department for
for very
very practical,
practical, unrounromantic
manticreasons.
reasons. Academics
Academicshave
have always
always been
been challenged
challenged to
to articulate
articulate to
to
society
society outside
outsideof
of the
the university
university the
the relevance
relevance of
of our
our studies
studies and
and of
of our
our
teaching.
teaching. But
But recently
recently the
the nature
nature of
of this
this challenge
challenge has
has profoundly
profoundly
changed.
changed. Corporations
Corporations are
are spending
spending billions
billionsof
of dollars
dollars annually
annually to
to train
train
students,
students, not
not all
all of
of them
them employees.
employees. In
In mOre
more and
and more
more cases,
cases, the
the corcorporate
porate classroom
classroom isis part
part of
of an
an accredited,
accredited, degree
degree granting
granting program.
program.
These
Thesehuge
hugeexpenditures
expenditureswould
would not
not threaten
threatenacademia
academia ifif training
trainingmeant
meant
no
no more
more than
than teaching
teaching the
the application
application of
of specific
specificskills
skills to
to specific
specificjobs.
jobs.
However,
However, corporations
corporations now
nowtrain
train students
studentsin
ineverything
everythingfrom
from remedial
remedial
30

sophisticatedgraduate
research. In a recent Carnegie Founeducation to sophisticated
graduate research..
instruction in cordation Special Report, Nell Eurich documents how instruction
porate classrooms is encroaching upon the traditional domain of
of colleges
coneges
and universities:

Eurich's statement is chilling: no
nodepartment
Eurich's
department in any college or university
goes
unchallenged.
Those
of
us in
in English,
whether we
we teach
teach
sity goes unchallenged. Those of us
English, whether
Romantic
poetry
or
advanced
composition,
should
be
especially
sensitive
Romantic poetry or advanced composition, should be especially sensitive
to the
the implications
implications of the corporations' need to offer instruction in
to
"analytic skills
skillsand
and critical
critical thinking."
thinking." Cultivating precisely those habits of
"analytic
mind has
has been
been the
the traditional
traditional province
province of
of the
the University,
University, the
the special
special
mind
specific Concern
concern of the
charge of the colleges of liberal arts, and the specific
Englishcurriculum.
traditional English
curriculum. The syllabi being distributed in these new
corporate classrooms
classrooms should
should tell us that English curricula
curricula designed to
corporate
teach
"analytic
skills
and
critical
thinking"predominant1y
teach"analytic skills
thinking" predominantly in the context
of literary criticism
criticism do
do not adequately prepare students
students to analyze
analyze and
criticize
outside
of
academe.
The
remedy
to
this
deficiency,
however, is
is
criticize outside of academe. The remedy to this deficiency, however,
not to
to create
create separate
separate writing
writing departments
departments with
with heavily
heavily skills-based
skills-based
not
curricula. That would challenge
challenge the
the corporate
corporate trainers on their own
curricula.
vocational ground-and
ground-and lose.
lose. Let
Let the
the corporations
corporations have the vocational
vocational
ground. But
But keep
keep them
them there.
there.
ground.
English department
department faculty
faculty and
and students
students need not choose
choose between
English
avoiding or
or embracing
embracing either
either vocationalism
vocationalism or
or humanism.
humanism. Hairston
Hairston
avoiding
pointed to
to this
this conclusion
conclusion when
when she
she noted
noted that
that nothing
nothing is
is"more
central
pointed
"more central
to
English
studies
than
teaching
people
to
write"
(
2
)
and
that
writing
to English studies than
people to write" (2) and
courses teach
teach "the
"the exercise
exerciseof
of aa primary
primary intellectual
intellectual activity"
activity" (4).
(4). UNM's
UNM's
courses
professional
writing
curriculum
defines
a
sequence
of
courses
designed
professional writing curriculum defines a sequence courses
to show
show students
students how
how that
that "primary
"primary intellectual
intellectual activity"
activity" is
is relevant
relevant to
to
to
both writing
writing and
and literature
literature courses,
courses, to
to both
both the
the academic
academic and
and the
the nonboth
academic interests
interests in
in our
our society.
society.
academic

Conclusion
Conclusion
Webelieve
believe that
that the
themost
most promising
promising future
future of
of specialized
specializedwriting
writing study
studyis
is
We
asone
one part
part of
of aa generalized
generalized English
English curriculum
curriculum that
that accepts
accepts the
the complecompleas
mentary importance
importanceof
of writing
writingand
andliterature.
literature. Similarly,
Similarly,the
themost
most promispromismentary
ing future
future for
forspecialized
specializedliterature
literature study
study isis as
as another
another part
part of
of that
that same
same
ing
curriculum. We
We want
want writing
writing across
across the
the English
English department.
department.
curriculum.
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Professional
Professional Writing Course
Course Description!>
Descriptions .. ,

!

298
298 Writing and
a n d the
t h e Professions
The
The introductory
introductory course
course to
to the upper division
division curriculum.
curriculum. Students learn PCWrite, aa shareware
shareware word processor; write proposals and reports, brochures and
newsletter
newsletter articles,
articles, query
query letters
letters and aa non-fiction article while studying technical
cal writing,
writing, public
public information and public relations writing, and freelance writing;
ing; prepare
prepare aa portfolio of their writing.
writing.

320
320 Advanced Expository Writing
Offered
Offered with
with different
different emphases
emphases in different
different semesters, the course focuses
focuses on
practical applications
applications of writing. Some
Some recent course titles
titles include "Writing for
for
practical
America's Media,"
Media," "Rhetoric
"Rhetoric of PracticaJ
Practical Writing,"
Writing," "Writing Academic
Academic Dis~
DisAmerica's
course," "Advanced
"Advanced Technical
Technical Writing:'
Writing," "Public Information/Public
InformationlPublic Relations
course;"
Writing,"
"Writing for
Writing,""Writing
for Visual
Visual Presentation," and
and "Rhetoric of Political
Political Writing."
Writing."

411 Special
Special Topics
Topics in Professional Writing
411

1

Approaches writing
writing topics
topics with
with greater
greater emphasis
emphasis on theory than on practice.
Approaches
Recent course
course titles
titles include "Language Theory and Editing Practice,"
Practice,""Writing
Recent
"Writing
Biography and
and Autobiography," "Varieties
"Varieties of Audience
Audience Analysis."
Biography

i1

497 Internship
Internship in Professional Writing
497
Students receive
receive one
one hour
hour of
of credit
credit for
for the
the proposals, progress reports, and final
final
Students
reports they
they write
write that
that document
document their experiences as
as writers and editors in
reports
non-academic, professional
professional settings.
settings. The
The on-the-job internship placements vary
non-academic,
greatly. Students
Students have
have written
written and
and supervised
supervised the publication of pamphlets and
greatly.
booklets ranging
ranging from
fromone
to one
one hundred pages
pages in
inlength;
writtenand
booklets
one to
length; they have written
and
edited software
software documentation
documentation and
and technical
technical spec
spec sheets; they have written and
edited
producedvideotapes
videotapesfor
forcorporate
corporate training and
andpromotions;
produced
promotions; they have researched,
written, and
and proposed
proposed pubHc
public relations materials
materials ranging from
from brochures
written,
proposal for
for an
an entire year's campaign;
campaign; they have
announcing single
single events
events to
to aa proposal
announcing
written and
and edited
edited for
for newsletters
newsletters and
and iournals;
iournals:. they
thev, have contributed freelance
freelance
written
non-fiction articles
articlesto
tomagazines.
magazines. Students
Students have worked as
as volunteers and in paid
non-fiction
msitions with
with private
Drivatecom~anies
ranaine..from
from local
local small
small businesses to
to Fortune
positions
comoanies ranging
500corporations,
corporations, with
with professional
professional and
and non-profit
non-proflt organizations,
organizations, with the state
SOO
aovernment, with
with Los
Los Alamos
Alamos National Laboratory,
Laboratorv,
and with
withseveral~ublication
government,
severall>ublication
..and
organizations at
at UNM.
UNM.
organizations

-

498 Senior
Senior Project
Project
498
An independent
independent study
study project
project leading
leading to
to aa research
research paper or aa report that docuAn
ments and
and critiques
critiques non-academic
non-academic work
work in
in professional
professional writing.
writing. Titles
Titles include
mclude
ments
"Starting aaSoftware
SoftwareDocumentation
Documentation Department:
Department: Problems
Problems and
and Solutions,""A
Solutions,""A
"Starting
Field Guide
Guide to
to Poisonous
Poisonous Plants
Plants of
of the
the Sandia
Sandia Mountains," "Writing for
for NonField
Broadcast Video:
Video: A
A Case
Case Study,"
Study,""The
Rhetoric of
of Visual
Visual Design,"
Design,""The
Broadcast
"The Rhetoric
"The Importanceof
ofthe
the Employee
EmployeeNewsletter:
Newsletter: A
ACase
CaseStudy,"
Study," and
and "Persuasion
"Persuasion and
and Proposal
Proposal
tance
Writing: One
One Company's
Company's Experience."
Experience."
Writing:
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A Retrospective on Training
Teaching Assistants
Janet Marting

· i

Joyce Carroll wrote ·that
"what is
is necessary
necessary for
for writing
writing to
to
In 1980 Joyce
that "what
improve ...
occur deep within
within the
the writing
writing classroom.
classroom. And
And
improve.
. . is a change to occur
resource-the teacher"(70).
teacher" (70).
this change must focus first on our greatest resource-the
continue to
to be
belargely
largely responsiresponsiBecause teaching assistants have been and continue
of the teaching of
of freshman
freshman compositi~n
composition at
at many
many universiuniversible for much of
which Carroll referred
referred includes
includes the
the graduate
graduate teachteachties, the resource to which
ing assistant. According to John Wahlquist, teaching
teaching assistants
assistants are
are "de
"de
facto
facio instructors"
instructors" (44). He claims that
that "it
"it is
is common
common knowledge
knowledge that
that the
the
traditional TAs learn the practical tasks of
of instruction
instruction by
by trial
trial and
and error"
error"
(44)
(44) and that because"much
because "much of
of the college instruction
instruction is
is done by
by graduate
graduate
assistants, the improvement of
of college education
education in
in general
general depends
depends
upon their improvement" (44).
(44). Responsible to
to students,
students, the
the department,
department,
the college and the university,
university, and in some people's
people's estimation,
estimation, to
to the
the
fostering of a literate society, teaching assistants cannot
cannot be
be overlooked.
overlooked.
Nor can their training be
be taken for granted.

As early as 1930, critics turned their
their attention
attention to
to the
the preparation
preparation of
of
college-level teachers, and in that year the
the Institute
Institute for
for Administrative
Offices
Offices of
of Higher Institutions,
Institutions, organized by
by the University
University of
of Chicago,
Chicago,
had as its central themel'The
theme "The Training of
of College
College Teachers."
Teachers." The
The papers
papers
read at the conference, and subsequently
subsequently edited
edited by
by William
William S.
S. Gray,
Gray,
ranged from inquiries into weaknesses in college
college teaching
teaching and
and methods
methods
of
of training college teachers to sample preparatory
preparatory programs
programs at
at three
three
universities (Woodward
(Woodward 1).
1). It is interesting to
to note
note that
that three
three years
years
earlier in 1927,
1927, a Committee on the Professional Training
Training of
of College
College
Teachers stated that
"'indifference in the need
that'''indifference
need for
for such
such training
training is
is all
all but
but
universal in the graduate schools'"
schools'" (Woodward 1).
1). During
During those
those three
three
years, however,"there
. . [were]
however, "there ....
[were] heard from the
the generaldirection
general direction of
ofthe
the
colleges low rumblings of
discontent,
ominous
muttering5
of
dissatisfacof
mutterings ofdissatisfaction, savage growlings of
of complaint, accompanied by
by flashes
flashes of
of forked
forked
criticism directed immediately at
at the
the teaching
teaching capacity,
capacity, or,
or, to
to use
use the
the
word of the critics, incapacity of
of the brilliantly
brilliantly hooded
hooded products
products of
of our
our
graduate schools" (Laing 51-2). Evidently, the
the dissatisfaction
dissatisfaction heard
heard durduring those three years ~roduced
produced a need
need to
to. attend
attend to,
to, ifif not
not remedy,
remedy, the
the
problem of
of college teacher training.
At the 1920 Institute, Henry
Henry Suzzallo cited three
three basic
basic requirements
requirements
for prospective college teachers: "civilized
. . intellectual
"civilized and
and cultured
cultured ....
intellectual
WPA:
n p m Adminisha~n,
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understandingsand
andappreciations";
appreciations";"more
thanordinary
ordinary
masteryr'of
the
content
contentarea;
area;and
andspecific
specificmastery
masteryofof"some
"someof
ofone
onesubject
subjector
orpart
partof
of aa

students
students should
should teach
teach in
in their
their specializations
specializations or
or where
where their
their strengths
strengths
lay,
lay, and
and not
not necessarily
necessarily in
in low-division
low-division courses
courses for
for which
which they
they were
were

subject"
subject"(20-3).
(20-3).While
Whilethese
theserequirements
requirements were
weresaid
saidtotohave
haveaddressed
addressed
the
theacademic
academicside
sideofofthe
theprospective
prospectivecollege
collegeteachers,
teachers,other
otherrequirements
requirements
were
weresaid
saidtotohave
havefulfilled
fulfilledthe
theprofessional
professionalside
sideofofthe
thepicture.
picture.Included
Includedinin
the
theprofessional
professionalrequisites
requisiteswere
werean
anunderstanding
understandingofofthe
theAmerican
Americanedueducational
cationalsystem,
system,knowledge
knowledgeofofthe
thepsychology
psychologyofoflearning,
learning,and
andsupervised
supervised
experience
experienceininthe
theactual
actualteaching
teachingofof students
students(25-6).
(25-6).One
Onenotes
notes with
with
interest
interestand
andamusement
amusementthat
that the
theUniversity
University of
of Iowa
Iowaalso
also required
required aa
physical
physicalexamination
examinationofofallallgraduate
graduatestudents,
students,and
andififany
any"impediments
"impedimentsor
or
psychopathic
psychopathictendencies"
tendencies"(Gray
(Gray83)
83)were
weredisplayed,
displayed,the
thestudents
studentswould
would
bebediscouraged
discouragedfrom
frompursuing
pursuinga ateaching
teachingcareer.
career.Of
Ofparticular
particularconcern
concerntoto
the
theparticipants
participantsofofthe
the1930
1930Institute
Instituteand
andaaconcern
concernwhich
whichlasted
lastedfor
foraa
number
actual experience
numberofofyears,
years,however,
however,was
wasprospective
prospectiveteachers'
teachers'actual
experienceinin
pedagogy.
pedagogy.

frequently
frequently unprepared.
unprepared. Because
Because of
of such
such thinking,
thinking, graduate
graduate students
students
would
wouldnaturally
naturallybe
beprepared
preparedfor
fortheir
theirteaching
teachingduties
dutiesand
andwould
would not
not need
need
aa training
training program
program (Gray
(Gray 221-2).
221-2). The
The University
University of
of Iowa's
Iowa's graduate
graduate
students entered
entered the
the university
university with
with certifications
certifications in
in education
education and,
and,
students
therefore,
therefore, were
were considered
considered knowledgeable
knowledgeable in
in teaching.
teaching. Although
Although Iowa
Iowa
urged its
its students
students to
to attend
attend departmental
departmental seminars
seminars in
in teaching,
teaching, the
the
urged
university
university required
required only
only physical
physical examinations
examinations of
of the
the students,
students, and
and
speech
speechtests
testsand
andcoaching
coachingwhen
when needed
needed (Gray
(Gray224-5).
224-5).

Criticssaw
sawsome
somesort
sortofof"professional
"professionaltraining"
training"necessary
necessaryfor
forprospecprospecCritics
tive
tiveteachers,
teachers,and
andinin1930
1930the
themost
mostfrequently
frequentlycited
citedtraining
trainingprogram
program
consisted
consistedofofa acourse
courseon
onteaching
teachingmethods
methodsconducted
conductedby
byaasenior
seniormember
member
thedepartment
departmentwho
whowas
wasparticularly
particularlyinterested
interestedininpedagogy.
pedagogy.InInthat
that
ofofthe
course, the
theprospective
prospective teachers,
teachers, along
alongwith
with an
an experienced
experienced faculty
faculty
course,
member,discussed
discussedproblems
problemswhich
whichmight
mightpresent
presentthemselves
themselvestotobeginbeginmember,
ningteachers.
teachers.The
Theother
othermajor
majorrecommendation
recommendationofofthe
theInstitute
Institutewas
wasfor
for
ning
prospectiveteachers
teacherstotoenroll
enrollininan
aneducation
educationcourse
coursetotolearn
learnabout
aboutthe
the
prospective
developmentsininand
andthe
thecurrent
currentstate
stateofofeducation
education(Laing
(Laing57-8).
57-8).Hence,
Hence,
developments
theresponsibility
responsibilityfor
fortraining
trainingcollege
collegeteachers
teacherswas
wasshared
sharedby
bythe
theparticuparticuthe
lardepartment
departmentofofthe
theprospective
prospectiveteachers
teachersand
andthe
theschool
schoolofofeducation.
education.
lar
Oneinteresting
interestingremedy
remedytotothe
theproblem
problemofofpreparing
preparingprospective
prospectiveteachers
teachers
One
wasoffered
offeredbybyErnest
ErnestH.H.Wilkins
Wilkinswho
whosaw
sawthe
theneed
needtotorecruit
recruitmore
more
was
studentsofof"high
"highpotential
potentialteaching
teachingability"
abilityl'than
theuniversity
universityhad
hadbeen
been
students
than the
doing,thus
thusalleviating
alleviatingthe
theneed
needtotorely
relysosoheavily
heavilyon
ontraining
trainingprograms.
programs.
doing,
Tosuccessfully
successfullyaccomplish
accomplishsuch
sucha agoal,
goal,Wilkins
Wilkinsalso
alsosaw
sawthe
theneed
needtotomake
make
To
thefield
fieldofofteaching
teachingmore
moreappealing
appealingtotoprospective
prospectiveteachers,
teachers, thereby
thereby
the
encouraginggraduate
graduatestudents
studentswith
withthe
themost
mostpotential
potentialtotopursue
pursuethe
the
encouraging
teaching
teachingfield
field(Laing
(Laing70).
70).
Despitethe
therhetoric
rhetoricon
onwhat
what"should"
"should"bebedone
donetototrain
trainand
andimprove
improve
Despite
newteachers
teachersofofcollege
collegecourses,
courses,and
anddespite
despitethe
thefindings
findingsofofthe
the1930
1930
new
Institute,few
fewuniversities
universitiesdemonstrated
demonstratedany
anyappreciable
appreciablecommitment
commitmenttoto
Institute,
preparatoryprograms.
programs.Columbia
ColumbiaUniversity
Universityofficials,
officials,for
forexample,
example,stated
stated
preparatory
thattheir
theiruniversity
universityhad
hadnonogeneral
generalprogram
programfor
forpreparing
preparingprospective
prospective
that
collegeteachers,
teachers,nor
nordid
diditithave
haveany
anyplans
planstotoinstitute
instituteone
one(Gray
(Gray218).
218).
college
Harvard
College
officials
had
no
program
to
aid
prospective
teachers,
and
Harvard College officials had no program to aid prospective teachers, and
thoughtthat
thatone
onewas
wasnot
notcritically
criticallyneeded
neededbecause,
because,inintheir
theirestimation,
estimation,
thought
prospectiveteachers
teacherscould
couldlearn
learnthe
themost
mostfrom
fromobserving
observingtheir
theirown
own
prospective
successfulprofessors.
professors.Moreover,
Moreover,Harvard
Harvardofficials
officialsfelt
feltthat
thatgraduate
graduate
successful
36

In short,
short, while
while many
many of
of the
the universities
universities surveyed
sumeyed by
by the
the Institute
Institute
In
recognized and
and acknowledged
acknowledged the
the need
need for
for training
training programs-or
programs-or at
at
recognized
least for
for prospective
prospective college
college teachers
teachers to
to be
be trained-few
trained-few had
had made
made aa
least
concerted commitment
commitment to
to providing
providing them
them for
for their
their graduate
graduate students.
students.
concerted
And ifif any
any commitment
commitment was
was made,
made, itit took
took the
the form
form of
of one
one seminar,
seminar,
And
non-compulsory supervision
supervisionof
of senior
seniorfaculty
facultyas
aswell
wellas
asaarecommendarecommendanon-compulsory
tionfor
forprospective
prospectiveteachers
teachersto
tostudy
studythe
thestate
stateof
of education
educationthrough
through the
the
tion
educationdepartment.
department.
education
Asisisthe
thecase
casewith
with trends
trends in
in education,
education, the
the issue
issue of
of college
college teacher
teacher
As
preparation received
received renewed
renewed attention
attentionalmost
almost twenty
twenty years
years after
after the
the
preparation
Institute.This
Thistime,
time,aareport
report of
of aa 1949
1949conference
conference on
on college
college teachers'
teachers'
Institute.
preparation,chaired
chairedby
byO.
0.Meredith
MeredithWilson,
Wilson,President
Presidentof
of the
theUniversity
University
preparation,
Oregon,noted
notedthat
thatininspite
spiteof
of the
thelip-service
lip-servicepaid
paidand
andminor
minorgestures
gestures
ofofOregon,
offeredtotoalleviate
alleviatethe
the problem,
problem, few
fewschools
schools had
had made
made an
an active
active comcomoffered
mitmenttotohelping
helpingcollege
collegeteachers
teachersprepare
preparefor
fortheir
theirjobs;
jobs; rather,
rather,ititwas
was
mitment
concluded,the
theattention
attentiontotopreparatory
preparatoryprograms
programswas
wasexpressed
expressedby
byaafew
few
concluded,
interested professors,
professors, with
with little
little consistent
consistent or
or ongoing
ongoing support
support and
and
interested
involvementevident
evidentfrom
fromthe
therest
restof
ofthe
thedepartment
departmentor
oruniversity
universitycomcominvolvement
munity(Wise
(Wise77).
77).
munity
Whilethe
the1949
1949conference
conferenceparticipants
participantsnoted
noted that
that graduate
graduateschools
schools
While
wereconcerned
concernedwith
withturning
turningout
outqualified
qualifiedteachers,
teachers,they
theyfound
foundthat
thatthe
the
were
overwhelming
sentiment
was
for
graduate
schools
to
produce
the
overwhelming sentiment was for graduate schools to produce the
learnedscholar,
scholar,and
andonly
onlysecondarily
secondarilythe
theaccomplished
accomplishedteacher.
teacher.Hence,
Hence,
learned
onediscovers
discoverssome
somerationale
rationalefor
forgraduate
graduateschools'lack
schools'lackof
commitmentto
to
one
of commitment
supportingstrong
strongand
andactive
activepreparatory
preparatoryprograms
programsfor
fortheir
theirprospective
prospective
supporting
collegeteachers.
teachers.Finally
Finallyatatthe
the1949
1949conference,
conference,questions
questionswere
wereraised
raised
college
concerningthe
theprofessional
professional needs
needsthat
thatgraduate
graduateschools
schoolswould
would better
better
concerning
serve.Among
Amongthose
thosequestions
questionsororconcerns
concernswere
werethe
thefostering
fostering of
of indiindiserve.
vidual teaching
teaching styles
styles ofof prospective
prospective college
college teachers,
teachers, prospective
prospective
vidual
teachers'understanding
understandingofoftheir
theirstudents'
students'motivations
motivationsfor
forlearning,
learning,the
the
teachers'
content
or
subject
matter
of
doctoral
work
becoming
broad
enough
to
content or subject matter of doctoral work becoming broad enough to
helpnew
newteachers,
teachers,and,
and,most
mostgermane
germanetotothe
thediscussion
discussionofof training
trainingproprohelp
grams,an
aninquiry
inquiryinto
intothe
theextent
extenttotowhich
whichgraduate
graduatestudents
studentsare
areprepared
prepared
grams,
bythe
theuniversities
universitiestotobecome
becomethe
thebest
bestteachers
teacherspossible
possible(Wise
(Wise78-80).
78-80).
by
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The
needint
The recommendations
recommendations made
made or the issues
issues cited as
needingofcontinued

support
ching loads
support from'graduate
from graduate schools
schools included
included assigning reduced te
teaching
to
upervision
to new
new teachers,
teachers, requiring
requiring new teachers to work under the supervision
of
experienced
professors,
providing
new
teachers
with
a
di
erse range
of experienced professors,
diverse
of
ilities from
of teaching
teaching experiences,
experiences, monitoring new teachers' responsi
responsibilities
initial
initial observation
observation of
of classes
classes to
to assuming full
full responsibility for teaching,
and
and providing
providing new
new teachers
teachers with seminars
seminars and workshops on teaching to
be
be conducted
conducted by superior
superior faculty
faculty members (Wise
(Wise 88).
88). Thus, the 1949
1949
more
so
than
the
1930
Institute,
generated
not only specific
conference,
conference, more so
the 1930 Institute,
areas
areasof
of concern
concernbut,
but, more
more importantly, remedies or recommendations to
aid
aid prospective
prospective college
collegeteachers. It should be noted that these recommendations,
dations, over
over thirty
thirty years old,
old, are
are now the ones most frequently adopted
in
in graduate
graduate teaching
teaching assistant
assistant programs in universities, especially in
departments
departments of
of English.
English.

(1-3,95).' Thus,
Thus, under
under examination
examination at
at the
the 1956
1956
scholarly knowledge" (1-3,95).
conference were not
not the
the methods
methods behind
behind teaching
teaching (pedagogy)
(pedagogy) as
asmuch
muchas
as
of subject
subject matter
matter required
required of
of college
college teachers
teachers that
that
the knowledge of
what will
will happen
happen pedagogically-the
pedagogically-the distinction
distinction between
between the
the
informs what
knowledge of
of course material
material and
and the
the presentation
presentation of
of that
that course
course
knowledge
students, with
with the
the 1956
1956 conference
conference addressing
addressing the
the former.
former.
material to students,
under the
the auspices
auspices of
of the
the American
American Studies
Studies Association,
Association,
Held in 1958 under
Association, the
the Modem
Modern Language
Language Association,
Association, and
and
the College English ~ssociation,
the National
National Councilof
Council of Teachers
Teachers of
of English,
English, the
the Basic
Basic lssuesconference
Issues Conference
posed thirty-five
thirty-five issues which
which the
the participants
participants deemed
deemed worthy
worthy of
ofinvesinvestigation, and of
of those thirty-five,
thirty-five, seventeen
seventeen dealt
dealt with
with the
thepreparationor
preparation or
training of
of prospective English
English teachers.
teachers. Hence,
Hence, the
the concerns
concerns of
of the
the
training
conferences received
received renewed
renewed attention.
attention. Of
Of the
the
1930, 1949, and 1956 conferences
to teaching
teaching at
at the
the college
college level,
level, the
the committee
committee asked
asked
issues germane to
"What
"What preparation for college teaching
teaching should
should the
the Ph.D.
Ph.D. candidate
candidate
receive!"
receive?" and "How can we achieve articulation
articulation of
of teaching
teaching and
and teacher
teacher
training at all levels in English?" (Axelrod 95).
95). While
While the
the issue of
of teacher
teacher
training for prospective college teachers
teachers was
was not
not aa major
majorconsideration
consideration at
at
the Basic Issues Conference,
Conference, it was
was given
given some
some attention,
attention, and
and suggests
suggests
that while previous conferences had
had focused
ocused on
on college
college teacher
teacher preparapreparation, the area was still open for further
furt er consideration;
consideration; no
no hard
hard and
and fast
fast
conclusions had been reached
reached in almost
aim st thirty
thirty years
years of
of discussion.
discussion.

Almost
Almost aa decade
decade elapsed
elapsed before
before two
two more conferences
conferences on college
college
teacher
teacher preparation
preparation were
were held
held and
and aa renewed commitment to the area
was
was demonstrated.
demonstrated. In
In its
its discussion
discussion of
of pertinent issues
issues in academia, the
American
American Council
Council on
on Education's
Education's January
January 1956
1956 conference, whose proceedings
ceedings were
were published
published in
in 1958,
1958, included
included inquiries
inquiries into
into masters and
doctoral
doctoral programs
programs as
as well
well as
as graduate
graduate study's
study's commitment to preparing
prospective
college teachers.
prospectivecollege
teachers. Like
Likethe
the 1930
1930Institute, attention was given
to
toseveral
severalprograms
programsin
in college
collegeteacher
teacher training at
at universities. The participants
pants of
of this
this 1956
1956conference,
conference, however,
however, disagreed
disagreed on the kind of pedagogical
gogical training
training needed
needed to
to prepare
prepare prospective teachers.
teachers. Nonetheless,
they
they did
did reach
reach consensus
consensus that
that some
some sort
sort of training was necessary, and
that
thatrequiring
requiring graduate
graduate students
students to
to take
take aa course
course in college
college teaching was
insufficient
insufficient to
to the
the demands
demands of
of real teacher training (English
(Engltsh Journal
537-47).
537-47).

Perhaps the one issue that united
unite all
all of
of the
the conferences
conferences on
on teacher
teacher
training for the college level was
was the
the question
question of
of whose
whose responsibility
responsibility itit
was to train prospective college teachers.
teac ers. There
There appears
appears to
to be
be consensus
consensus
on this question, and the answer, according
ccording to
to aa number
number of
of critics
critics in
in
recent years,
years, rests with the individual
individ 'al academic
academic departments,
departments, and
and not
not
with the graduate schoolor
school or department
departm "t of
of education.
education. In
In TheMiseducation
The Miseducalion ofof
American Teachers, in 1963, for instance,
James D.
instan ,James
D. Koerner
Koerner wrote
wrote that
that the
the
"academic departments must accept
accep major responsibility
responsibility both
both for
for the
the
present state of
of teacher education and for affecting improvements"
improvements"
(263). The conclusion of
(263).
of a program for college teacher
teacher training
training at
at the
the
University of
"a move
of Michigan during 1967 and 1971
1971 was that
that"a
move toward
toward
active departmental responsibility
responsibility forr preparation
preparation of
of college
college teachers
teachers
was gaining momentum. More time and
nd resources are
are being
being devoted
devoted to
to
this responsibility" (Stockdale, Wochok
Wochbk 90). While the
the Michigan
Michigan program
program
involved the departments of
of botany, history, philosophy,
philosophy, physics,
physics, and
and
psychology,
psychology, it appears that English departments are not
not exempt
exempt from
from
similar commitments to college teacher
teacher preparation.
preparation. In
In his
his artic1e"How
article "How
the Candidate Learns to Teach College English,"
English," for example,
example, Warner
Warner G.
G.
Rice made just
that
claim:
"If,
then,
departments
of
English
just
"If, then,
of English think
think that
that
college teaching is important, they must accept the obligation
obligation for
for providproviding a more thorough discipline
in
the
art
than
they
have
attempted
discipline the
they have attempted in
in the
the
past" (583).
(583).

The most
most significant
significant issued
issued raised
raised at
at the
the American Council on EducaThe
tion's conference
conferencewas
was the
thelong-overlooked
long-overlooked distinction
distinction in
in teacher training
tion's
programs between
between the
the prospective
prospective teachers'
teachers' mastery of course
course work
programs
(contentor
orsubject
subject matter)
matter) and
and the
the methods
methods of
of teaching
teaching that content or
(content
subject matter.
matter. While
While the
the 1930
1930 Institute
Institute had
had focused
focused primarily on the
subject
professionalpreparation
preparation of
of prospective
prospective college
college teachers
teachers (e.g.
(e.g. handling stuprofessional
dentproblems
problemsand
andbecoming
becoming bone
bonefidemembers
of the
the profession)
profession) and the
dent
fide members of
1949conference
conference had
had focused
focused on
on pedagogical
pedagogical issues
issues (e.g.
(e.g. class
class loads
loads and
1949
thesupervision
of new
new teachers'
teachers'classes),
allof
of the
the conferees
conferees at these two
the
supervision of
classes), all
conferences had
had failed
failed to
to talk
talk speCifically
specificallyabout
about the
the prospective
prospective teachers'
conferences
mastery of
of the
the material
material they
they were
were to
to teach
teach as
as an
an important feature
feature of
mastery
college teacher
teacher training.
training. In
In reporting
reporting on
on the
the proceedings of the 1956
1956
college
conference, Joseph
Joseph Axelrod
Axelrod noted
noted that
that the
the participants
participants agreed
agreed that "two
conference,
obviousfallacies
fallaciesare
areto
tobe
beavoided:
avoided: the
the assumption
assumption that such
such preparation
obvious
[collegeteachers']
teachers'] isis exclusively
exclusivelyaa matter
matter of
of content
content preparation, and
and the
[college
assumption that
that pedagogical
pedagogical competence
competence can
can serve
serve as
as aa substitute
substitute for
for
assumption
38
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Certainly one
one of
of the
the most
most damning
damning and
and inflammatory
inflammatory
commentaries
Certainly
"safeguards"
~/must 'not
"safeguards" was that the teaching assistant "must
not be asked to do
on the
the issue
issue of
of responsibility
responsibility for
for college
college teachers~
teachers' training also
also came
came in
in
on
(36). Twenty years later, in 1974,
more than he has experience to do" (36).
1963
R. Kitzhaber:
Kitzhaber:
1963from
from Albert
Albert R.
Maxine Hairston amplified Lacy's
Lacls stance
"In many
stance when she wrote that "In
Teaching Assistants may doa better jobof
job of teaching freshmen than
ways,
. . .much
ofthe
the poor
poor teaching
teachingthat
that one
one so
sooften
findsin
in freshman
freshman English is
is
...
much of
often finds
some of our senior colleagues. They will do a good job,
job, however, only ifif
less the
the result
result of
of inexperience
inexperienceand
and indifference
indifferencethan
than of
of inadequate
inadequate profesorofesless
we
have
effective
ways
to
train
them
and
to
supervise
them during
during the
the
sional preparation-as
preparation-ai indeed
indeed itit isis in
in the
the high schools
schools also.
also. The
he blame
bldme for
for
sional
first years of
of their apprenticeship in the profession"
profession" (52).
(52). National
National EngEngfirst
this state
state of
of affairs
affairs must rest squarely
squarely with the college
college departments of
this
English that
that have
have given
given these
these teachers
teachers their
their undergraduate
undergraduate and graduate
graduate
English
lish conferences such as the Conference on College Composition
Composition and
and
education.
(15)
education. (15)
Communication have included in their
their programs entire
entire sessions which
which

addressed the training of
of teaching assistants and ways to help
help them
them
conferences, it
it is
is
become successful college writing teachers. Such conferences,
important to note, come twenty years after
after a 1959-60 survey
survey on the
the issue
issue
of college teacher training which reported
reported that "'If
"'If there
there is
is aa grave lack.
lack ...
..
of
it is in the production of
of teachers of
of freshman composition who
who are
are
specifically
to perform
perform with
with
specifically trained and psychologically conditioned to
enthusiasm and real distinction"'
distinction'" (Gorrell113-4).
(Gorrelln3-4).

Kitzhaber cited
cited the
the English
English curriculum's
curriculum's reliance on the study
study of literaKitzhaber
ture (and
(and not
not on
on writing and its
its teaching)
teaching) as
as the culprit. Despite the
ture
interest and
and care
care that prospective college teachers bring to their OWn
own
interest
classes, such
such qualities,
qualities, according to
to Kitzhaber, do
do not take
take the place of
classes,
or preparatory
preparatory programs. Good intentions and hard work, while
training or
complementary to,
to, are
are no
no substitute
substitute for
for training
training in the
the teaching of
complementary
college English.
English. Commenting
Commenting on
on the
the need for
for teacher preparation, one
college
the high-priced texts and
and high-powered materials will
will
critic noted,
noted,".
critic
" .... .all
all the
not replace
replace aa well-prepared
well-prepared teacher" (Carroll 7).
7).
not

by and held
held at
at
Most recently, a National TA Conference, sponsored by
The Ohio State University in 1986, convened aatt which course directors,
college deans, university presidents,
presidents, faculty, and TAs discussed issues
issues
monitor and evaluate TAs'
TAs' perpersuch as TA training programs, ways to monitor
TA's role of
of student and employee, the establishing of
of
formance, the TA's
an enclave demonstrates the interest
interest in
in
national databases, etc. Such an
prepared, and equipped
equipped to handle the
the
preparing TAs to be informed, well prepared,
need of
of different
different
responsibilities they are to assume; it also speaks to the need
disciplines exchanging information
information of
of how TAs
TAs are
are trained
trained in
in their
their spespecific programs. After
After all, much can be learned
learned from
from shared
shared experience.

It is
is interesting
interesting to
to note
note that
that the
the early to
to mid-1960s produced a
It
tremendous amount
amount of interest in
in the
the training of college
college English
tremendous
The Education of
of
teachers. In
In 1963,
1963,for
for example,
example, Alfred H.
H. Grommon
Grommon edited The
teachers.
Teachersof
English for
forAmerican
Schoolsand
Colleges. Also in that year, Albert R.
Teachers
of Engli,h
American Schools
and CoUeges.
Kitzhaber's Themes,
Themes, Theorif>,
Theories, and Therapy:
Therapy: The
The Teaching of Writing in College
Kitzhaber's
appeared. Two
Two years
years later, in
in 1965,
1965, John
John C.
C. Gerber edited The
The College
appeared.
Teaching of
of English.
English. Clearly, critics in
in the field
field of English
English were concerned
Teaching
with how
how English
English might best be taught at the college
college level and how
with
to become effective college
college writing
teachers might be trained to
prospective teachers
teachers.
teachers.

of the need for well-trained
well-trained college writing
writing teachers
teachers and
and the
Because of
of research now emerging on the writing
writing process
process and
and the
the most
most
plethora of
writing, the
the issue
issue of
of preparatory
preparatory proproeffective ways to teach college writing,
of composition proprograms continues to be a concern among directors of
grams, English professors, and university administrators. The issue
issue of
of
college teacher training-at
training-at least in English departments
departments and writing
writing
programs-has
programs-has received more than lip-service, and has not
not been
been relerelegated to the departments of education or graduate schools
schools as it
it had
had been
been
in the past.

the 1960's
1960's interest in the training of prospective English
Despite the
teachers and
and the
the call
call for
for English
English departments
departments to
to shoulder the responsiteachers
of preparatory
preparatory programs,
programs, Ann M.
M. Heiss
Heiss reported in 1970
1970 that "in
bility of
half of
of the
the fifty
fifty institutions
institutionswhich
which produced 90
90 percent of the Ph.D.s each
each
half
year, [training]
[training]program!s]
program[s] for
for teaching
teaching assistants had remained substanyear,
tially unchanged
unchanged during
during the
the past decade
decade or more" (231).
(231). Thus, from
tially
from the
1960's call
call to
to prepare future
future college
college teachers to 1970,
1970, more talk than
1960's
action had been given to training programs. Despite the call for individual
departments to be responsible for training their graduate students how
departments
to teach, less
less than full
full and active commitment was being given to preparto
preparing prospective
prospective college
college teachers for their new role.
ing

Increased
Increased interest
interest in and
and knowledge
knowledge of
of writing
writing theory
theory and
and pedagogy
pedagogy
which to
to best
best prepare
prepare prospective
prospective writing
writing
have determined the ways in which
Institute's focus on
on teaching
teaching methods
methods and
and edueduteachers. From the 1930 Institute's
cational history to the 1949 conference which
which debated
debated the
the scholar
scholarversus
versus
the practitioner
practitioner to the 1956 conference on
on mastery
mastery of
of course
course work
work and
and
of teaching
teaching to
to the 1960's
1960's pointing
pointing to
to the
the culprits
culprits of
of inadequate
inadequate
methods of
teacher
teacher preparation,
preparation, we now
now discover
discover that
that newfound
newfound understandings
understandings
and appreciation
appreciation of
of the
the composing process
process dictate
dictate the
the content
content of
oftraining
training

issue of teaching assistants and training programs
Addressing the issue
during aa panel discussion, Edgar W.
W. Lacy contended that "The system of
during
of
students to teach freshmen
freshmen can be regarded as functionusing graduate students
. ."(36).
satisfactorily...."
(36). However, Lacy was quick to add that one of the
ing satisfactorily
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and the
teaching.
teaching.As
As Carol
CarolP.
P.Hartzog
Hartzogpoints
pointsout
outin
inComposition
Composition"and
theAcademy:
Academy: AA
Studyofof WWriting
Program Administration,
Administrafion,
Study
r i t i n g Program

programs in
in composition
composition for
for teaching
teaching assistants.
assistants. We
We
now must-address
must;address
programs
now
©
Council
of Writing Program Administrators
the writer
writer in
in the
the teacher,
teacher, the
the composing
composing process,
process, ways
ways that
that composition
composition
the
theory and
and research
research can
can be
be translated
translated into
into practice
practice oor
"why. [TAs]
[TAs] are
are
theory
r "why
being called
called on
on tto
do what
what they
they are
are doing.
doing. Superficial
Superficial objectives
objectives produce
produce
being
o do
superficial programs"
programs" (Irmscher
(Irmscher 30).
30). Indeed,
Indeed, training
trainingprograms
programsappear
appearto
to
superficial
followed Richard
Richard C.
C. Gebhardt's
Gebhardt's thinking
thinking when,
when, ten
ten years
years ago
ago in
in
have followed
and Communication, he
he identified
identified four
four kinds
kinds of
ofknowledge
knowledge
College Composition and
the writing
writing teacher
teacher should have:
have: an
an understanding
understanding of
of the
the history
history and
and
structure of
of language, rhetoric,
rhetoric, and
and composition
composition theorv.
theory, aass well
well as
as wavs
ways
.
pedagogy (134-140).
(134-140). More
More recently,
recently,
to translate that information into aa pedagogy
belief in the importance of
of "helvina
"helping ....
clients
. . clients
Gebhardt reiterates his belief
the diverse field of
of composition
develop integrating perspectives oon
n the
teaching" (1986,4). And from the descriptions of
of writing
writing and TA training
training
teaching"(1986,4).
Academy: A Study
Study of W
Writing
Program AAdminr i t i n g Program
dminprograms in Composition and the Academy:
istration and N
New
Writing
Programs: Theories in Practice,
Practice, it
it
e w Methods in College W
r i t i n g Programs:
Seems
composition is
seems as though TAs are being trained and research in composition
finding
home in
finding aa home
in the
the classroom:
classroom:

.

.

-

.. .. .. [M]ethods
of writing instruc[Mlethodsare replacing muddles.
muddles. The daily practice of
tion is
thE'ory and research of the past
is now
now generally
generally informed
informed by the rich theory
quarter century.
century. Increasingly,
Increasingly, writing classes
classes are influenced not only by
the
the writing of James
James Britton, Janet
Janet Emig,
Emig, James
James Moffett, Peter Elbow, and

Ann Berthoff,
Vygot,ky on
Berthoff,for
for example,
example. but also
also by the thoughts of Lev S.
S. Vygotsky
the
the development
development of
of concepts
concepts in
in children;
children; Walter J.
J. Ong and Shirley B.
Heath on
on orality
orality and
and literacy;
literacy; Richard
Richard ROTty,
Rorty, Gifford
Clifford Geertz, and Thomas
Thomas
S.
S. Kuhn
Kuhn on
on the
the social
social authority of knowledge;
knowledge; Suzanne
Suzanne K. Langer on the
'literacy crisis'
has initiated a radical
cognitive
The'literacy
crisis'has
cognitivedimension
dimensionof
of feeling.
feeling...... .The
inquiry into
into learning,
learning, and
and (scholarship]
[scholarship1 record[s]
record[sl not so
so much surface
surface
inquiry
changes in
in teaching-another
teaching-another day's
day's survival
survival strategies-as
strategies-as emergent
changes
methods
(1)
methods of
of learning:
learning: theories
theories in
in practice.
practice. (1)

Because of
of this,
this, training
training programs
programs for
for teaching
teaching assistants
assistants have begun
Because
to succeed
succeed because
because some
some universities
universities have
have done
done mOre
more than merely
to
acknowledge composition
composition in
in the
the academy.
academy. Some
Some have
have done
done more
more than
acknowledge
provide TAs
TAs with
with aa crash
crash course
course in
in the
the history
history of
of education;
education; some
some have
have
provide
done more
more than
than "ease
"ease" TTAs
into their
their responsibilitiesi
responsibilities; and
and some
some have
have
done
As into
done more
more than
than fall
fall into
into the
the quicksand
quicksand of
of politics,
politics, to
t o emerge
emerge still
still disdisdone
cussing whose
whose responsibility
responsibility itit isis to
to train
train teachers.
teachers. Rather,
Rather, some
some schools
schools
cussing
have finally
finally begun
begun to
t oengage
engage TTAs
in aa program
program of
of writing
writing themselves
themselves as
as
have
As in
wellas
a saadiSCUSSion
discussionof
of writing
writing theory
theory and
and its
its implications
implications for
for classroom
classroom
well
practice; some
somehave
have begun
begun to
t ouse
use the
the resources
resourcesavailable
available to
to us,
us, and
and have
have
practicei
seen them
them implemented
implemented in
in the
the classroom.
classroom. Graduate
Graduate students,
students, once
once
seen
required to
to take
take the
the perfunctory
perfunctory Practicum
Practicum in
in the
the teaching
teaching of
of college
college
reqUired
composition,are
arefinding
findingcompOSition
compositionaarich
richfield-and
field-and certainly
certainlyone
one they
they
composition,
need preparation
preparation in
in ifif they
they are
are to
t o be
be viable
viable job
job candidates
candidates and
and effective
effective
need
teachers. Training
Training programs
programs have
have also
also given
given rise
rise to
to increased
increased enrollenrollteachers.
mentsinincomposition
compositiontheory
theoryCourses
coursesand
andmaster's
master's theses
thesesin
incomposition,
composition,
ments
both of
of which
which extend
extend teachers'
teachers' knowledge
knowledge of
of composition
composition and
and its
its
both
ll

42

"many
"manyof
ofthegraduatecourses
the graduate coursesincomposition
in compositionthat
t~~thave
havebeendevelopedare
been developed are
associated
In addition,
addition, aa number
numberofoffacultyfacultyssociated with
with TA-training
TA-training programs.
programs. In
development
eith~rfor
for temporary
te~poraryfaculty
facu~ty
development programs
programs have
have been
been designed,
designed,.either
members,
members,toensure
to ensuretheconsistency
the consistencyandquality
and qualityof
ofinstruction
mstructlo~or
orto
toprovide
prOVide
professional
professional development
development for
for those
those who
whowill
will return
retu~n to
tothe
th~job
~obmarket,
market,or
or
for
oftenin
inconnection
connectionwith
wlthaawriting-across-the
wnbng-across-the
forregular
regularfaculty
facultymembers,
members,often
curriculum
curriculumprogram.
program.Development
Developmentprograms
programsfor
forfaculty
facultymembers
membersand
andTAs
TAs
have
have received
received much
much attention
attention and
and care
carein
in recent
recent years"
years"(48).
(48).
In
In short,
short, the
the redefinition
redefinition of
of composition
composition and
and its
its place
place in
in the
th~ college
college
curriculum
curriculum has
has helped
helped in
in beginning
beginning to
to put
put the
the teaching
teaching of
of writing
wnt10g in
10 its
ItS
rightful
o which
rightful place.
place. The
The change
change tto
whichCarroll
Carrollreferred
referredisisbeing
beingfelt
feltby
bythose
those
willing
willing to
to abandon
abandon the
the politics,
politics, fear,
fear, and
a~d disdain
dlSda1O.associated
as.'oClated with
WIth the
the
emergence and
and importance
importance of
of composition
composillon as
as aa discipline
dJSclph~; and
and field
field of
of
inquiry,
n t e n u r e d (Connolly
inquiry, not
not some"impoverished
some "impoverished charge
charge of
of the
the uuntenured
(Connolly 1).
1).
And for that,
that, not
not only
only have
have our
our TAs-but
TAs-but their
their students-become
students-become the
the
benefactors.
benefactors .
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Stalking the Wild TA
Ronald Shook
of the following:
following;
Choose one of
a. At no time in its history
history has
has the teaching
teaching of
of composition
composition offered
offered so
so
of approach to
to teachers
teachers and
and administrators.
administrators.
many exciting avenues of
history has the teaching
teaching of
of composition
composition been
been so
so disdisb. At no time in history
with little stability or
or continuity.
continuity.
organized and chaotic, with

c. Neither of
of the above.
of the above.
d. Both of

e. Something entirely different.
The correct answer depends on how
how you
you view
view composition,
composition, when
when you
you
last had any classes on writing,
writing, and your
your opinion
opinion of
of freshmen
freshmen (that
(that is,
is, as
as
semi-literate
semi-literate at best,
best, or as wonderfully
wonderfully articulate
articulate in
in their
their own
own way).
way). The
The
halls of
of any English department are sort of
of aa sedimentary
sedimentary record
record of
of
thought in composition,
composition, from a Cenozoic product
product approach-complete
approach-complete
with the five-part theme-to
theme-to a class replete
replete with
with the
the latest
latest pronouncepronouncements of
of the process
process pantheon.
For those reading this review,
review, the most likely answer is
is A,
A, indicating
indicating aa
feeling that composition is an exciting discipline, one that
that is
is opening
opening up
up
whole worlds of
of knowledge as well as intriguing avenues for
for research.
research.
However, for even the most enthusiastic proponent
proponent of
of modern
modern compocomposition theory, the torrent of
of ideas coming
corning from every which
which way
way may
may
cause some confusion, especially when that enthusiastic
enthusiastic proponent
proponent of
of
modern composition theory happens also to be the director of
of aa writing
writing
program with faculty-old
faculty-old and mouldy to young
young and callow-to
callow-to train.
train.
And it is the problem of
of training teachers, II would think,
think, that
that illumiilluminates a major drawback to a process approach to teaching
writing.
teaching writing. The
The
drawback is that the teacher has to know what he or she isdoing.
is doing. It
It is
is no
no
longer possible to walk into a classroom, a B.A. in
in Victorian
Victorian Lit
Lit with
with no
no
training in writing,
writing, and teach a class by being one-half
one-half page
page ahead
ahead of
of the
the
students. No longercan
longer can one blithely assign five pages of
of exercises,
exercises, knowknowing that theanswers
the answers are in themanualappended
the manual appended to the
the teacher's
teacher's edition
edition of
of
the text. One has to by jiminy
jirniny know what writers
writers do when
when they
they write.
write.
It's scary. How does one train-quickly
It's
train-quickly and efficiently (accent
(accent on
on
quickly)-incoming teaching assistants, retreaded
quickly)-incoming
retreaded senior
senior faculty
faculty whose
whose
seminars have dwindled, and part-timers?
part-timers?
WPA: Wrifing
WPA:
WriHng Prognm
Program Mminidntion,
AJl"fi"ishYrtiDJI, Vol.
Vol. 11,
11, No.
No. 1-2,
1-2, Fall,
Fall, 1987
1987
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provided the volume under
Comes the NCTE to the rescue. They have provided
consideration, Training the New Teacher of
of Collep
College Composition (Edited by
by
consideration,
of Toni Lopez and Ronald Lunsford;
Charles Bridges, with the assistance of
It's a series of essays on training comp teachers,
teachers, including
NCTE, 1986).
1986). It's
discussions of whom to train, what to teach, how to approach it, and a
gaggle of questions posed and answered.
At least, I think the NCTE has come to the rescue, because without a
of viewscorecard, it's tough to tell who the players are. The variety of
points, stances, approaches, emphases, postulates, structures, implications, explications, outlines, bibliographies and tangential references is
not for the
the untrained or the faint of heart.
The composition specialists
specialists know most of the book's content anyway,
but will pick up some good pointers now and again, seeing how their
fellow wizards have faced the daunting task of
of teaching others to teach
writing.
The untrained administrator, on the other hand, may emerge from the
book more bemused and bewildered than before. IIadvise
advise this administrator to open the book at random, read the complete essay thus uncovered,
and make the ideas contained therein the basis of a writing course and TA
training programs.
As
As an
an alternative, the
the untrained or confused administrator might read
the
the following review and
and use it
it as
as aa basis for
for making a decision
decision on what to
read.
read.
It's difficult
difficult to
to catalog
catalog the essays
essays in the
the book,
book, as
as they
they resist grouping
exercises. If
If I were pushed, I might
might list
list them
them as
as overviews,
ooeruiews, seminars,
seminars, specific
approaches,
approaches, and
and miscellaneou5.
miscellaneous. However, I'd almost certainly flunk
flunk this as
as an
an
English 101
101definition assignment, since the categories are not mutually
exclusive,
exclusive, and there is
is one
one catch-all category.
Nor is
is it
it feasible
feasible to
to summarize the
the content of the book, as
as my comments
ments would probably make this
this aa book-length review. What I can do is
sample
sample representative essays
essays to
to give
give the
the flavor
flavor of the
the book.
book.

Overviews
Overviews
The
The best
best overview
overview is
is probably
probably Gebhardt's "Unifying
"Unifying Diversity in the
the
Training
Training of
of Writing
Writing Teachers,"
Teachers," which
which is
is luckily
luckily the
the first
first essay
essay in
in the
the
book.
book. Gebhardt
Gebhardt discusses
discusses who
who should
should be
be involved
involved in
in training
training for
for writing
writing
(not
As but
(not only
only TTAs
but retreads
retreads and
and part-timers),
part-timers), and
and then
then discusses
discusses the
the
characteristics
"responsible" training
characteristics of
of aa"responsible"
training program.
program. This
This includes
includes aa listing
listing
of
of topics
topics to
to be
be covered,
covered, beginning
beginning with
with "Writing
"Writing Process,"
Process," thence
thence to
to
"Rhetorical
and moving
"Rhetorical Forces
Forces of
of Audience
Audience and
and Purpose,"
PurposeJr'and
moving down
down the
the line,
line,
ending
ending with
with "Making,
"Making, Responding
Responding To,
To, and
and Grading
Grading Assignments."
Assignments."
46

Then Gebhardt offers the
the heart of
of his essay: "Three
"Three Unifying
Unifying Ideas
Ideas
for
for Training
Training Programs
Programs in
in Composition."
Composition." They
They are
are worth
worth quoting
quoting
(though for the text of
of the
the explanations, you'll
you'll have to go to
to the
the essay):
1. A
teaching should help
help its clients
1.
A training program in composition teaching
develop
comprehensive,
integrating
views
of
writing
and
develop comprehensive, integrating views of writing and the
the teaching
teaching
of
of writing. (4)
2.
2. A
A training
training program
program should
should help
help its
its clients
clients develop
develop aa comprehensive,
comprehensive,
integrating
as aa complex
integrating view
view of
of "the
"the writing
writing process"
process" as
complex collaboration
collaboration

of
of physical and mental activities through which a writer discovers as
well as communicates ideas.
3.
program should
3. A
A training
training program
should help
help its
its clients
clients use
use aa coherent,
coherent, integrating
integrating
view
view of
of the
the writing
writing process
process as
as the
the organizing
organizing center
center of
of composition
composition

instruction. (8)
(8)

Seminar Descriptions
A
articles describe
A respectable
respectable number
number of
of the
the articles
describe seminars
seminars used
used to
to train
train new
new

teachers
of composition.
composition. Perhaps
Perhaps predictably,
teachers of
predictably, the
the focus
focus in
in the
the seminars
seminars is
is
on
new
Teaching
Assistants.
Perhaps
predictably
also,
the
articles
don't
on new Teaching Assistants. Perhaps predictably also, the articles don't
mesh together
together well,
that the
is almost
almost forced
mesh
well, so
so that
the reader
reader is
forced to
to take
take sides
sides in
in
what sometimes
sometimes seems
discussion, sometimes
sometimes aa debate
(and sometimes
sometimes
what
seems aa discussion,
debate (and
brawl).
a brawl).
For instance,
instance, the
the essays
essays by
Irmscher and
and Van
Van Der
describe what
For
by Irmscher
Der Weghe
Weghe describe
what
could be
be called
called mainline
process approaches,
approaches, whereas
whereas the
the article
could
mainline process
article by
by
Comely takes the assumptions of the first two to task.
Comely
Let me
me ou
outline
each to
to show
show you
what II mean.
describes aa
tline each
you what
mean. Irmscher
Irmscher describes
Let
three-day
seminar
("TA
Training:
A
Period
of
Discovery")
in
three-day seminar ("TA Training: A Period of Discovery") in which
which the
the
TAs
compose
theme
topics,
comment
on
papers,
prepare
lessons,
and
T As compose theme topics, comment on papers, prepare lessons, and
respond to
to one
one another's
another's work.
work. The
The work
work is
is carefully
carefully supervised
supervised by
by
respond
Irmscher and two assistants.
Irmscher seems
seems genuinely
genuinely concerned
concerned that
that his
his T
TAs
receive aa solid
solid
Irmscher
As receive
grounding before
before they
they walk
walk into
into the
the classroom,
classroom, and
and that
that this
this grounding
grounding
grounding
(though he
he doesn't
doesn't say
say so),
so), prepare
prepare the
the teacher
teacher to
to alleviate
alleviate the
writing
(though
the writing
anxiety
that
freshmen
feel.
anxiety that freshmen feel.
O n the
the other
other hand,
hand, he
he clings
clings quite
quite firmly
firmly to
to at
at least
least one
one proposition
proposition
On.
that
is,
at
the
very
least,
the
subject
of
vigorous
attack.
He notes,
notes,
,~hat 15, at the very least, the subject of vigorous attack. He
"appropriate
comments
on
papers
are
one
of
the
most
helpful
things
appropnate comme~ts on papers are one of the most helpful things aa
writing teacher
teacherdoes."(31)
In fact,
fact, he
he gives
gives his
his emphasis
emphasis in
in the
the seminar
seminar to
to
wnhng
does. (31) In
comments on
on papers.
papers.
comments
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Well,the
thefudge"
fudge"appropriate"
helps,
course,
butallall
thedata
data
I knowofof
Well,
appropriate"helps,
ofofcourse,
but
the
I know
suggest
that
comments
on
papers
are
usually
a
waste
of
time,
andanan
suggest that comments on papers are usually a waste of time, and
indicationthat,
that,
howevermuch
muchlip-service
lip-servicethe
the
teacherisis
givingtotoprocess,
process,
indication
however
teacher
giving
theheart
heartbelongs
belongstotoMiss
MissFidditch
Fidditchand
andproduct.
product.
the
Irmscheralso
alsoemphasizes
emphasizesthe
the"writing
"writingasasdiscovery"
discovery"aspect
aspectofofhis
his
Irmscher
compositionprogram
program(as
(asthe
thetitle
titletotohis
hisessay
essayindicates),
indicates),and
andhis
hisremarks
remarks
composition
makeme
mebelieve
believethat
thathehevalues
valueswriting
writingasascommunication
communication
less,and
andtends
tends
make
less,
de-emphasizeit,it,perhaps
perhapseven
evendenigrate
denigrateit.it.
totode-emphasize
Theessay
essayshares
sharesone
onecharacteristic
characteristicwith
witha agreat
greatmany
manyothers:
others:it's
it'squite
quite
The
general,and
andthough
thoughIrmscher
lrmscherspeaks
speaksofofhis
hisprogram,
program,the
thespecifics
specificsare
are
general,
missing,sosothat,
that,while
whilehehenotes
notesevery
everyTA
TAreceives
receivesa asyllabus,
syllabus,that
thatsyllasyllamissing,
busitself
itselfisn't
isn'tdiscussed
discussedatatall.
all.
bus
Thismeans
meansthat
thatIrmscher'sdiscussion
Irmscher's discussionisisa agood
goodoverview
overviewofofa aprogram,
program,
This
butnot
notmuch
muchofofa aguide
guidefor
forthe
thedirector
directorofofcomposition
compositionwho
whowishes
wishestoto
but
trainTAs.
TAs.Of
Ofcourse,
course,ififthe
theprogram
programseems
seemssympatico,
sympatico,one
onecan
canalways
always
train
write
William
Irmscher
at
the
University
of
Washington.
write William Irmscher at the University of Washington.
RichardVan
VanDer
DerWeghe's
Weghe'sarticle
article("Linking
("LinkingPedagogy
PedagogytotoPurpose
Purposefor
for
Richard
TeachingAssistants
AssistantsininBasic
BasicWriting")
Writing")has
hasa alittle
littledifferent
differentslant
slantfrom
from
Teaching
Irmscher's.He
Hesees
seesthe
thepurpose
purposeofoftheir
theirtraining
trainingasasS'linking
pedagogyby
by
Irmscher's.
"linking pedagogy
helpingTAs
TAssee
seehow
howtheory,
theory,research,
research,and
andpractice
practiceare
areinterconnected."
interconnected."
helping
(37)This
Thisisisdone
doneininan
anorientation
orientationsession
sessionand
and"vigorous"
"vigorous"workshops.
workshops.
(37)
Theorientation
orientationsession
sessionconsists
consistsofofmassive
massivedoses
dosesofofBritton,
Britton,Moffett,
Moffett,
The
Elbow,shaughnessey,
Shaughnessey,Graves,
Graves,and
andothers.
others.The
Theconference
conferenceis,is,asasVan
VanDer
Der
Elbow,
Weghenotes,
notes,full
fullofofcurrent
currentstances:
stances:an
anactive,
active,process-oriented,
process-oriented, colcolWeghe
laborativesetting,
setting,with
withall
allthat
thatisisbeing
beingpreached
preachedbeing
beingpracticed:
practiced: free
free
laborative
writing,journal-keeping,
journal-keeping, pre-writing,
pre-writing,writing,
writing,rewriting,
rewriting,editing,
editing, peer
peer
writing,
collaboration,showing
showingwriting,
writing, and
andconferences.
conferences.Nothing
Nothing seems
seemstotobe
be
collaboration,
missing.
missing.
Thevigorous
vigorousworkshops
workshops occur
occurnot
notatatthe
thebeginning
beginningof
of the
theyear
year(the
(the
The
seminar, Van
Van Der
Der Weghe
Wegheadmits,
admits, isis"all
"all talk
talk and
and mostly
mostlytheory"),
theory"), but
but
seminar,
during
the
school
year.
during the school year.
The workshops
workshops themselves
themselves are
are not
not "how-to-do-it"
"how-to-do-it" band-aids
band-aids for
for
The
panickyTAs,
TAs,but
butin-depth
in-depthexaminations
ofaavariety
varietyof
oftopics.
topics.Among
Amongthe
the
panicky
examinations of
thingscovered
coveredin
theworkshops
workshops(and
(andexplained
explainedininthe
thearticle)
article)are
arewriting
writing
things
in the
apprehension,
assignment
making,
and
peer
editing
groups.
apprehension, assignment making, and peer editing groups.
So,Van
Van Der
Der Weghe's
Weghe's article
articleisismore
more pointed
pointed toward
toward actually
actually training
training
So,
the TAs
TAs than
than Irmscher's
Irmscher's is,
is, and
and probably
probably more
moreof
of aacomplete
completemodel
model for
for
the
the
administrator
who
wants
to
train
new
instructors.
Even
so,
it's
not
the administrator who wants to train new instructors. Even so, it's not
much more
more than
than aa blueprint.
blueprint.
much
The article
article by
by Nancy
Nancy Comely
Comely ("The
("The Teaching
Teaching Seminar:
Seminar: Writing
Writing Isn't
Isn't
The
Just
Rhetoric")
begins
ominously.
After
the
colonized
title,
mine
eye
was
Just Rhetoric") begins ominously. After the colonized title, mine eye was
48

drawntotothe
thefirst
firstheading:
heading:AAFragmented
FragmentedProfession.
Profession.Others
Othersfollow:
follow:
drawn
ReadersasasWriters
Writers(SO);
(50);Literature
Literatureininthe
theComposition
CompositionClass
Class(53);
(53);and
and
Readers
finally,The
TheTeaching
TeachingSeminar
Seminar(55).
(55).
quicktrip
triptotothe
thecalculator,
calculator,and
andI I
AAquick
finally,
figureout
that,with
withone
pagefor
forbibliography,
ProfessorComely
Comelyhas
has1 J.2
1%
figure
out that,
One page
bibliography, Professor
pages
pagestotodevote
devotetotothe
theseminar.
seminar.
What
Whatwe
wehave
haveisisa apolemic.
polemic.The
Thechord
chordisisstruck
struckearly
earlyon,
on,when
whenProfesProfessorComely
Comelynotes
notes(referring,
(referring,perhaps
perhapsunconsciously,
unconsciously,totothe
thearticles
articlesbyby
sor
Irmscher,Van
VanDer
DerWeghe
Wegheand
andothers):
others):
Irmscher,
With
Withtheir
theirsingJe-minded
single-mindedemphasis
emphasisononcomposition,
composition,they
theyreinforce
reinforcethe
the
(47)
existingsplit
splitbetween
betweenwriting
writingand
andliterature.
literature.(47)
existing

That
Thatsplit,
split,one
oneassumes,
assumes,isisnot
nota agood
goodthing
thing(an
(anassumption
assumptionI disagree
I disagree
with).
wasn'teven
evenaware,
aware,silly
sillyme,
me,that
thatcomposition
compositionasasa afield
fieldexcludes
excludes
with).I Iwasn't
writing
writingand
andliterature.
liferafure.

Thebulk
bulkofofthe
theessay
essayis,is,for
forthe
themost
mostpart,
part,Comely's
Comely'sattempt
attempttotocreate
create
The
anatmosphere
atmosphereininwhich
whichthe
the"notorious
"notoriousgaps"
gaps"(47)
(47)
thatexist
existbetween
betweenlit,
lit,
an
that
creative
creativewriting,
writing,and
andcomp
comppeople
peoplemight
mightbebebridged.
bridged.She
Shedoes
doesmake
makeone
one
point
pointthat
thatbears
bearsrepeating:
repeating: ititwould
wouldbebewell
wellififthe
theliterature
literaturepeople
peoplewould
would
get
getoff
offtheir
theirassonances
assonancesand
andlearn
learntototeach
teachwriting.
writing.
WhenComely
Comelydoes
doesaddress
addressthe
thesubject
subjectofofthe
theseminar,
seminar,her
herremarks
remarksare
are
When
(of
(ofnecessity)
necessity)very
verygeneral,
general,consisting
consistingofofa alisting,
listing,more
moreororless,
less,ofofthe
the
items
itemsthat
thatone
oneshould
shouldcover
coverininaaseminar.
seminar.These
Thesesuggestions
suggestionsmake
makeaagood
good
deal
deal ofof sense,
sense, and
and one
one wishes
wishes there
there were
were more
more information
information inin the
the
suggestions.
suggestions.
For
Forinstance,
instance, Comely
Comelynotes
notesthat
that one
oneofof the
theimportant
important parts
partsofof the
the

seminarisis"the
"thecreation,
creation,testing,
testing,and
andanalysis
analysisofofaawriting
writingassignment."
assignment."
seminar
(56)Apparently,
Apparently, each
each TA
TA has
has toto construct,
construct, use,
use, and
and report
report on
on one
one
(56)
assignment
assignmentthat
thathe
heor
orshe
sheused
usedininthe
theclassroom,
classroom,including
includingsuch
suchthings
thingsasas
what
whatthe
thepurpose
purposeof
ofthe
theassignment
assignmentwas,
was,and
andhow
howwell
wellthings
thingswent.
went.
Well
and good. Again,
Wellandgood.
Again,though,
though,my
mysoul
soulthirsts
thirstsfor
forsome
somemore
moreinformainformation. Are
Are there
there any
any guidelines
guidelines established?
established? Are
Are there
there any
any validation
validation
tion.
procedures or
orisisititall
allseat
seatof
of the
thepants?
pants?
procedures

Infine,
fine,my
mycomplaint
complaintwith
withComely's
Comely's article
articleisisthe
thesame
sameasaswith
withmost
mostof
of
In
the
thearticles
articlesininthe
thebook:
book: there's
there's just
just not
notenough
enoughinformation.
information.In
Infact,
fact,it's
it's
almost as
as ifif they
they were
were all
all given
given the
the essay
essay assignment
assignment "Write
"Write aa five
five
almost
hundred word
word theme
theme on
on training
training TAs"
TAs" and
and not
not told
told of
of the
the audience
audience
hundred
expectations at
at all.
all.
expectations

Ones
Ones II Liked
Liked
II liked
liked those
those essays
essays that
that immediately
immediately got
got down
down to
to some
some specifics;
specifics; that
that
allowed
allowed the
the composition
composition chair
chair to
to walk
walk into
into the
the hall,
hall, book
book in
in hand,
hand, and
and
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startshouting
shoutingorders.
orders.Two
Twothat
thatI thought
I thoughtespecially
especiallyappropriate
appropriatewere
werethe
the
start
essays
essaysbybyLarson
Larsonand
andBurnham.
Burnham.
RichardLarson's
Larson's"Making
"MakingAssignments,
Assignments,Judging
JudgingWriting,
Writing,and
andAnnoAnnoRichard
tating
tatingPapers:
Papers:Some
SomeSuggestions"
Suggestions"was
wasjust
juetwhat
whatthe
thetitle
title.ay.-some
says-some
suggestions.
suggestions.And
Andgood
goodones,
ones,too.
too.He
Hestarts
startswith
withassignmenU;
assignments;a agood
good
placetotostart,
start,since
sincea agreat
greatdeal
dealofofbad
badwriting
writingbegins
beginswith
withbad
badassignassignplace
ments.He
Hethen
thenmoves
movestotogeneral
generalcommenU
commentsononjudging
judgingwriting,
writing,and
and
ments.
finallytotocomments
commentsononcommenting
commentingononstudents'
students'essays.
essays.Since
SinceI Idon't
don't
finally
believeininthis
thislast,
last,I can
1cansay
sayonly
onlythat
thatififyou
youmust
mustcomment
commentononstudents'
students'
believe
papers,Larson's
Larson'sideas
ideasare
areasasgood
goodasasany
anyand
andbetter
betterthan
thanmost.
most.
papers,
ChristopherBurnham's
Burnham's"Portfolio
"PortfolioEvaluation:
Evaluation:Room
RoomtotoBreathe
Breatheand
and
Christopher
Grow"isisironically
ironicallyone
oneofofthe
thebest,
best,most
mostpointed,
pointed,most
mostbeneficial
beneficialessays
essays
Grow"
theentire
entirecollection,
collection,but
butnot
notononTA
TAtraining
trainingatatall.
all.ItItisisananexplanation
explanation
ininthe
theportfolio
portfoliosystem
systemofofpaper
papergrading.
grading.Read
Readand
and
of,and
anda arationale
rationalefor,
for,the
of,
enjoy.
enjoy.
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Contributors
LynnDlanne Beene is A..ociate Profe..or of English and Director of Freshman
English at the University of New Mexico. She is an editor of Sol.ing Probl,,,,, in
TtChni«1 Wriling, a collection of e..ays to be published in Spring 1988 by Oxford
University Press, Her articles and reviews have appeared in several journals.

Richard H. Bullock is A..ociate Profe&&or of English and Director of Writing
Programs at Wright State University in Dayton, Ohio. Co-editor with Glenda
Bi..ex of Siting for Ourstl.", Cas, SludV Rtstarch bv T,ach", of Writing, he has also
published artides on composition, teaching, and Nabokov. With John Trimbur,
he is currently working on a volume of essays on the politics of writing
instruction.
Harvey Kall is A..ociate Profe..or of English and Co-Director of Writing Aero..
the Curriculum at the University of Maine, Orono, His past administrative
experience includes a seven-year term as Director of the Writing Center at UM,

He is currently a member of the WPA Board of Consultant/Evaluators and has
published in Coll,g, Engli,h, Rhtloric R",i,w, and the Writing C,nltT Journal. His
current research focuses on collaborative learning.

Janet Marting is Director of Composition and A..istant Profe..or of English at
the University of Akron. Profe&&or Marting has published artides in Engli,h
Journal. Ih, Journal of Rtstarch and Dmlop""nl in Education, and Traching Engli,h in Ih,

Two-¥rar Coll,g,.
Susan McLeod is Director of Composition and directs a Writing-Acro..-theCurriculum program at Washington State University. She has published in both
literature and composition, in such journals as Colltgt Composition and Communication,
Th, TtChnical Wriling T,achtT, Fresh",an Engli,h Nrw" Philological QuarltTlv, and Sludi" in
Engli,h Lileralure. She is currently working on a book entitled Wriling Aero" Ih,
Curriculum: The Second Stage.
Scott P. Sanders is A..istant Profe..or of English and Director of Professional
Writing at the University of New Mexico. He is Associate Editor for Communica~
tion Education and Training for the IEEE Transactions on Professional Communication,

and his articles and reviews on technical writing have appeared in several
journals.

Ron Shook is Associate Professor of English at Utah State University. He has
published articles on composition and rhetorical theory in College Composition and
Communication, Teaching English in the Two~Yellr College, Journal of Advanced Composition.
and TESOL Quarlrrly. He also consults widely as a writing consultant for Shipley
and Associates.
John Trimbur is Associate Professor of English in the Department of Humanities
at Worcester Polytechnic Institute. He is currently on the WPA Editorial Board
and WPA Executive Committee. Professor Trimbur has published widely on peer
tutoring, collaborative learning, and writing theory. He is currently interested in
the history of literacy, scholarship, and state formation.
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Announcements
THE-NAVE
TELE-NADE is the National Association of Developmental Education's telephone placement network. Since January 1, 1987, NADE members have been
able to dial a TELE-NADE number and listen to a tape of current job openings for
developmental education professionals in higher education. The tapes are
updated on the first and fifteenth of each month that TELE-NADE operates:
January through August. The only expense to NADE job seekers is the cost of a
phone call. Since the service operates twenty-four hours a day, callers are able to
phone when rates are cheapest, if they choose. Tapes are up to thirty minutes in
length, often shorter, and callers remain anonymous.
[n the first nine months of TELE-NADE's operations, 349 positions for professionals in developmental education were circulated over the four lines.
Line one: job openings in reading, writing, and study skills
Line two: job openings in mathematics and science
Line three: job openings in counseling
Line four: job openings in administration
TELE-NADE is only one of the services offered to NADE members. Other
benefits include: professional development, a national professional network, a
national conference, a journal. a newsletter, regional or state chapters, research
and resource publications, and liaisons with other organizations.

To join the National Association of Developmental Education, request an
application form from:
NADE
P.O. Box 60227
Chicago, IL 60660
Telephone: (312) 262-NADE

The WriHng Instrudor
The Writing Instructor is an innovative quarterly publication for composition
professionals at both the secondary and university levels. Committed to the field
of writing and composition instruction, TWI publishes articles grounded in rhetorical and educational theory. Its editorial board is made up of professional
writing instructors, many of whom are involved in graduate studies in composition and linguistics.

For information about manuscript submission and subscriptions, please write
to:
The Writing Instructor

c/o The Freshman Writing Program
University of Southern California
Los Angeles, CA 90089-0062

The National Testing Network in Writing
The National Testing Network in Writing, The University of Minnesota, and
The City University of New York announce the SIXTH ANNUAL NTNW
52
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CONFERENCE ON WRITING ASSESSMENT on April 15, 16, and 17, 1988 in
Minn.apoli., Minn••ot., Thi. n.tion.1 conf.r.nc. i. for .duc.tors, .dmini.tr.tors, .nd ......ment p.nonn.l.nd will be devoted to critic.l i••ue. in ...e••ing
writing in .econd.ry .nd po.t.econdary .ettlng., DI.cu••ion topic. will include
new model. of writing ...e..ment, clallroom evaluation measures, the anetlment of writing acroll the curriculum, computer applications in writing alielSm.nt, the imp.ct of t••ting on minority .tud.nt••nd on ESL .tudent., re•••rch
on writing ••••••m.nt, c.rtific.tion of prof•••ion.l writing proficl.ncy, the Jeg.1
Implic.tion. of writing •••e••ment., .nd writing progr.m .v.lu.tlon,
For Inform.tion .nd r.gi.tr.tion m.t.ri.I., plesse write to K.r.n Gr••nberg,
Dir.ctor, NTNW, 142 Irm. Drive, Oce.n.ld., N.w York, 11572.

• a titl. and brl.f d••crlption .ultabl. for publi.hing In th. conf.r.nc. program
• an ab.tract of no more than 500 word. for .ach pre••ntation
• your n.m., addr•••, In.tltutlonalaffJIiation, and phone numb.n
Pi......nd propo.al. to:
lohn Trlmbur
D.partm.nt of Hum.nitl••
Wore••ter Polyt.chnlc In.tltut.
Worc••t.r, MA 01609
Th. d.adlin. for propo.al. I. April 1, 1988,

Literacy Conference
Th. Right to Lit.r.cy,. conf.r.nce .pon.or.d by the MLA, Ohio St.te Unlver.Ity, .nd th. F.d.r.tlon of St.t. Hum.nlti•• Council., willt.ke pl.ce In Columbu., Ohio, on 16-18 S.pt.mb.r 1988, M.mb.rs of the teaching prof...ion .t.1I
I.v.l., •• w.II •• oth.n int.r••t.d in the Lit.r.cy mov.m.nt, are .ncouraged to
.tt.nd, or to propo•• indlvidu.1 p.pers or .ntlr•••••Ion. d.voted to one or more
of th. following .r... of conc.rn:

Th, U",. af W""V-.xploration. of the r.l.tion. betw••n literacy .nd thinking,
Iit.r.cy .nd clti••n.hlp, .nd Iiter.cy .nd culture,
Li/".,v A.d 11, f.,mill, 1IIi1"sev A.d II. Fri,.d.-.xplor.tion. of th. w.y. th.t.oci.1
fore•••nd in.tltutlon••ff.ct Iit.racy, with p.rtlcular .ttentlon to th. r••i.t.nce
th.t ob.truct., or the ".upport" th.ttrlvi.Ii•••, the punuit of fullliter.cy,
Brcami., Li/"./, TadAv-.xplor.tion of how children .nd .dult. J••rn to r••d .nd
writ. in th.lr n.tlv. tongu•• or In ••cond l.ngu.g••,

S/rwIIIII far Li/"seV TadAv-.xplor.tlon. of .tt.mpt.to .chleve lit.r.cy in different
hi.toric.1 p.rlod••nd dlff.rent cultur••,
Th. deadlin. for .ubmittlng propo..l. i. 15 lanu.ry 1988, Anyon. int.re.t.d
.hould r.qu••t. propo••1form from Rob.rt D, D.nh.m, MLA, 10 A.tor PI.ce,
N.w York, NY 10003.

Can For Papers
Th. Council of Writing Progr.m Admlnl.tr.tors will hold it. WPA Annu.1
Summ.r Work.hop/Conf.r.nc••t S.lv. R.gln. ColI.g. In N.wport, Rhode
I.l.nd, on Augu.t 3·5, 1988, Thi. y••r'. them. will b. "Cr••ting th. Curriculum: Th.ory .nd Practlc. In Writing Progr.m Adminl.tr.tion:' Th. keynote
.pe.k.r. will b.:
I.m•• B.rlin (Purdu. University)
P.tricl. BI...U(CoU.g. of th. Holy Cro••)
Rob.rt I, Connor. (Unlv.r.lty of N.w H.mp.hir.)
Th. conf.r.nce w.lcome. propo..l. for p.nel. or for Indlvidu.l pr••entation.
d.vot.d to th. probl.m of th. curriculum In writing program admlni.tration,
Each propo.al .hould Includ.:
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Reading Critically, Writing Well

Writing Essays

A READER AND GUIDE

A PROCESS APPROACH

RISE B. AXELROD. C~lilornia Siale UniversilV, San Bernardino
CHARLES R COOPER. University of Califor~ia. San Diego

A composition reader and text fhalleaches critical thinking skills and
then provides strategies to help students apply Ihese skills to their
reading and writing. This book oilers 6Yexamples of classic. professional.
and academic writing suitable for the L:ollege-Ievel student.
Paperbound.
656 pages.
19~7
Instructor:" Resourn' Manual available
"The strategies for enticeI! reading do un excellent job of showing the

student hou.' (0 read the text. If one follows those steps and asks those
questions-comprehension will occur. The readings are intereMing and
dwl!('nging and serve as good models for student writings."
-Don Swanson, Sangamon State University

Outlooks and Insights
A READER FOR COLLEGE WRITERS
Second Edition
Edited by PAUL ESCHHOLZ and ALFRED ROSA.

both of the University of Vermont
A thematically arranged reader containing 85 essays, 6 short stories,
and 11 poems. The text first considers themes relating to personal
experience and relationships and then moves on to examine such
broader concerns as education, work, society, and technOlogy, with each
thematic section containing focused subsections that highlight contemporary issues.
801 pages.
1~87
Paperbound.
Instructor's Manual available
"Superb selections for a 'pure reader.' A fme text for the lflstructor who
uses the book for a teaching tool.··

-Eugene W. James, Highland Community College
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sta~es of wntmg. the text t~aches st~dents .how to plan. draft. and revise
theIr college essays and dIscusses In detaIl how to construct effective
paragraphs.
Paperbound.
J52 pages.
I ~l.'-;7
~:J.'It,:~ctor",\' Manual available,
.
Writing bsays: A Process Approach IS more than Just a rhetoric houk

II is informalive. II IS descriptive. II gives examples. II IS deceloped In
a precise. clearl}' u~Tillen form that lakes studenls from Ihe hasic) of Ihesis
furrrllllallon to the complexily of argumenlalw!1.

-Ray Ostrander, Union College

The Writer's Circle
READING, THINKING, WRITING
SARAH MORGAN. Rockhurst College

MICHAEL \/lVION, University of Missouri-Kansas City
Based on the most current theory and practice of teaching composition.
this book takes students through all the recursive stages of the writing
process and also includes a substantial chapter on usage and grammar.
In addition to chapters on argumentative and persuasive essay writing.
this book includes a unique process-oriented presentation of writing
about literature.
JX4 pages.
1~H7
Paperbound.
Instruclor S Manual available
"This text is readable for students: il !put's a thorough l!.\planallon .of
clustering along with clear examples for nurromng (J tOpIC. deciding on
a thesis. audience, and forum."

-Joan Karbach, Indiana University-Purdue University. Fort Wayne

Passages
Fields of Writing
READINGS ACROSS THE DISCIPLINES
Second Edition
Edited by NANCY R. COMLEY, Queen, College. CUNY

DAVID HAMILTON, University of Iowa
CARL H. KLAUS, University of Iowa
ROBERT SCHOLES, Brown University
NANCY SOMMERS, Harvard University
A cross-curricular composition reader containing 90 selections drawn
equally from the arts and humanities, the social sciences and public
affairs, and the sciences and technologies. The readings provide clear
and effective models of important writing techniques, and topical clusters
of readings enable students to read a variety of essays on the same topic
written in different disciplines.
7~6 pages.
1987
Paperbound.
Instmctor\ Manual availahle
"The new wlecllom are in keefJln!-! with the already oulslandinR choires
prf'sf!rved from Ihe first l:'diliofl."
S6

-Sharon

B(·(~hl('r. V!(>nlilllil

State University

A WRITER'S GUIDE
RICHARD NORDQUIST. Armstrong Slate College

A rhetoric that combines an emphasis on prewriting. drafting. revising.
and proofreading with the kind of step-by-step structured progression
basic writers need. Part I is a detailed guide to writing the paragraph
and the essay, and Part II is a complete grammar section. Appendices
COver essay examinations. the research paper, the resumt!.'" and diagnostic
tests.
457 pages.
19H7
Paperbound.
Instruc(ors Mal/ual available
'An /nlnguinR and promising use of slur/enl papers to encouragl:' the
.<;Iudentlo become more personally and actirely incolced in the wriling
proceS8. "
-frank Weir. Orange Coast Cl)llege
To request an examination copy of any of these titles, please write us on your
college letterhead specifying your course title, present text. and approximate
enrollment. Send your request to:

SI MARTI f\/S PRESS

Houghton Mifflin
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Also Available
_ _ _ _ _::-Ne.w for 1988
Evergreen: A Guide to Writing
Third Edition
Susan C. Fawcett
Alvin Sandberg
About 430 pages' spiralbound • Instructor's Annotated Edition· Instructor's
Manual· Instructor's Support Package
Instructor's Support Package for Business
English· Diagnostic/Mastery Tests on
Disk· GPA: Grade Performance Analyzer • Works-in-Progress: Houghton
Mifflin College Word Processing' Transparency Package' Just published
Praised for dear, step-by-step instruction, Evergreen covers the essentials
needed for composing effective, wellorganized paragraphs. The Third Edition
features new coverage of prewriting and
revising and an additional chapter on
writing essays.
A Guide to the Whole
Writing Process
Second Edition
Jack Blum, Long Beach City College
Carolyn Brinkman
Long Beach City College
Elizabeth Hoffman
University of Southern California
David Peck
California State University, Long Beach
About 262 pages' paperback
Instructor's Edition· December 1987
A refreshing alternative to traditional
writing texts, Blum/Brinkman/Hoffman/
Peck remains the only guide that reflects
a true process approach to basic writing.
This edition indudes more on finding
and working with a thesis and arranging
material.
58

Writing Skills Handbook
Second Edition
Cbarles Bazerman, Baruch College,
City University of New York
Harvey S. Wiener
LaGuardia Community College,
City University of New York
About 144 pages' paperback· Instructor's Support Package' Just published
Ideal for independent study, Bazerman
and Wiener's inexpensive, concise handbook features nontechnical explanations
and a simple coding system. The Second
Edition is even dearer and offers fresh
examples.
Patterns: A Sbort Prose Reader
Second Edition
Mary Lou Conlin
Cuyahoga Community College
About 400 pages' paperback
Instructor's Manual· Fall 1987
Conlin's popular anthology indudes a
rich variety of paragraphs and short
essays-400J0 new to the Second Editionthat represent common rhetorical
strategies.
Thinking Critically
Second Edition
John Chaffee
LaGuardia Community College,
City University of New York
About 480 pages' paperback
Instructor's Manual· Just published
Thinking Critically addresses fundamental abilities needed for academic success:
problem solving, perceiving, forming
concepts. relating and organizing, constructing arguments, and reasoning.

Grassroots: The Writer's Workbook
Third Edition
Susan C. Fawcett
Alvin Sandberg
The Beacon Handbook
Robert Perrin
Indiana State University
Practical English Handbook
Seventh Edition
Flovd C. Watkins and
William B. Dillingham
Both of Emory University
Practical English Workbook
Floyd C. Watkins and
William B. Dillingham
John T. Hiers
Valdosta State College

Perspectives:
Turning Reading into Writing
Joseph J. Comprone
University of Louisville
Patterns Plus: A Short Prose Reader
with Argumentation
Second Edition
Mary Lou Conlin
Making Your Point:
A Guide to College Writing
Laraine Flemming
University of Pittsburgh
Contemporary Composition
Fourth Edition
Maxine Hairston
Also by Hairston
Contemporary Composition
Short Edition

The Dolphin Reader
Shorter Edition
Douglas Hunt, University of Missouri

Technical Writing
Frances B. Emerson
Honeywell Information Systems

Also by Hunt
The Dolphin Reader

Technical Report Writing Today
Third Edition
Steven E. Pauley
Purdue University, Calumet
Daniel Riordan
University of Wisconsin, Stout

The Riverside Reader
Volume 2
Second Edition
Joseph Trimmer, Ball State University
Maxine Hairston
University of Texas at Austin
Also by Trimmer and Hairston
The Riverside Reader
Volume 1
Second Edition
The Writer's Way
Jack P. Rawlins
California State University. Chico

For adoption consideration, request examination
copies from your regional Houghton Mifflin office.

-<~~ Houghton Mifflin
13400 Midway Rd., Dallas, TX 75244-5165
1900 S. Batavia Ave., Geneva, IL 60134
989 Lenox Dr.. Lawrenceville, NJ 08648
925 E. Meadow Dr., Palo Alto, CA 94303
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Writing Program
Administrators

Past members, WPA Executive Committee
David Bartholomae, 1980-82
Harry Crosby, 1976-81
Anne Ruggles Gere, 1983-85
Maxine Hairston, 1981-83
E. D. Hirsch, Jr., 1981-83
Winifred Horner
(President, 1984-87)
Lawrence Kasden (S), 1976-79
Elaine P. Maimon, 1976-81

Ben McClelland, 1981-83
Donald McQuade, 1976-79
Richard Raspa, 1976-79
James Raymond, 1976-79
John Warnock, 1981-83
Harvey Wiener
(President, 1976-84)
William F. Woods, 1983-85
Arthur Young, 1985-87

Past members, WPA Editorial Board
Kenneth A. Bruffee
(Editor, 1977-83)
John Bean, 1983-85
Lynn Z. Bloom, 1981-83
Enid Bogle, 1978-80
Alice G. Brand, 1982-84
Dee Brock, 1979-81
Barbara Cambridge, 1983-85
Charles R. Cooper, 1981-83
Timothy Donovan, 1978-80
Robert Farrell, 1976-77
Margaret Furcron, 1977-78
Maxine Hairston, 1980-82
John T. Harwood, 1981-83
Winifred Horner, 1978-79
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Douglas Howard, 1982-84
Michael Joyce, 1977-78
Erika Lindemann, 1978-79
Richard Marius, 1980-82
Ellen Nold, 1978-79
Linda Peterson, 1983-85
John Presley, 1982-84
David Rankin, 1979-81
David Sloane, 1977-78
Nancy Sommers, 1979-81
Richard Sterling, 1979-80
Nathaniel Teich, 1978-80
Joseph F. Trimmer, 1978-79
William F. Woods, 1985-87
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Writing

WP Program
~A_ Administration
Membership in the Council of
Writing Program Administrators
Membership in the Council of Writing Program Administrators includes a subscription to WPA. The membership fee is $15 a year in the United States and
$16.50 a year in other countries.* Institutional membership fee is $25.
To apply for membership, please fill Qut this form and return it with a check or
money order payable to the Council of Writing Program Administrators. Send

the form and fee to Donald A. Daiker, Secretary/Treasurer, WPA, Department of
English, Miami University, Oxford, OH 45056.
_

Date~

Name

_

Title

_

Institution
Address

Amount enclosed _ _ _ _$15

_

~

_

_ _ _ $16.50

_ _ _---"'$~5

*Members who join during the period September 1 through January 15 will receive the faU,
winter, and spring issues of the current year's volume. Members who join from January 15
through September 1 will receive the last issue of the current year (spring) and the first two
issues of the next volume (fall and winter).

Change or revision of name and address. If the name or address printed on yOUT
WPA mailing label is incorrect or has changed, please print the complete, correct
information below and send it to Christine Hult, Editor, WPA, Department of
English, Utah State University, Logan, UT 84322-3200.
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